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Humphries hopes to Edelen gets rousing reception from Dems
Ky. Auditor brought to campus by MSU student group
see SB 64 go to
House floor for vote
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Stan Humphries already has one bill he drafted on the verge of
receiving approval from both sides of the State Capitol during
this Kentucky State Legislature session.
Senate Bill 83. which calls for simple reorganization of the
way workforce statistics are kept in the commonwealth, needs
one more vote on the Senate floor after having an amendment
attached to it. However, the freshman 1st District state senator
from Cadiz says it is another bill that could reach the floor of the
House of Representatives today that, to him, has more riding on
it — SB 64. The bill calls for high school students graduating
after three years be allowed access to Kentucky Education
Excellence Scholarship money to pay for college tuition.
"It sure had a lot of support in the House Education Committee
when I presented it Thursday, so I'm hoping that means it will
have a lot of support on the floor." Humphries said Sunday. He
said that once the bill comes to the floor, he thought it should
avoid the proverbial rapids other legislation has encountered due
to the separate bodies being controlled by opposing political par-

•See Page 3

Statistics show problems
with text-while-driving ban
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Jefferson County judges have dismissed nearly 40 percent of the texting while driving charges
brought under Kentucky's two-year-old ban while police and
prosecutors say the ban is nearly impossible to enforce.
The Courier-Journal analyzed all 909 charges that have been
brought across the state since police began citing drikers for two
cellphone related driving laws passed in 2010. One barred those
under the age of 18 to use a cellphone while operating a car and
the other barred all drivers from sending or receiving text or
email messages.
The data that the newspaper analyzed from Kentucky's
Administrative Office of the Courts showed that in all 25 percent
of those charges were dismissed, while prosecutors got convictions 63 percent of the time. •
About one-third of the cases avoided court altogether when
drivers paid a fine.
Police officers say it's difficult to determine whether a driver is
illegally texting or using their phone for any number of other
legal activities, such as to browse the Internet, update social
media or get directions. Prosecutors say even then, the charge is
hard to prove.

•See Page 5
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Monday: Showers likely
before 1 p.m., then a slight
chance of rain or drizzle
between 1 p.m. and 2 p.m.
Mostly cloudy, with a high near
50. West northwest wind 9 to
13 mph, with gusts as high as
20 mph. Chance of precipitation is 60 percent.
Monday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 32.
Murray
&Calloway County's
Hometown Newspaper

65 5 40

West northwest wind 7 to 11
mph.
Tuesday: Sunny. with a high
near 52. West northwest wind
'Ito 11 mph.
Tuesday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 31.
West northwest wind 6 to 8
mph.
Wednesday: Sunny, with a
high near 50. Northwest wind 6
to 9 mph.
Wednesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 33.
Northwest wind around 5 mph
becoming calm in the evening.
Thursday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 57. Calm wind
becoming west 5 to 7 mph in
the morning.
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 40.
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 66. West southwest
wind 3 to 7 mph.
Friday Night: Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 47.
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Kentucky State Auditor for Public Accounts Adam Edelen, left, talks with Dr. Terry Strieter, faculty advisor for the Murray State College Democrats, Saturday at the Second annual College
Democrats Dinner at the MSU Curris Center.
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Claims about religious freedom bill lack evidence
By BEN FINLEY
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Some lawmakers and liberal groups say a bill to bolster legal protections for religious freedom
in Kentucky will undermine civil rights protections and other laws.
Among their claims: Landlords could turn
away gay or biracial couples. Women could
lose access to birth control. Abusive priests
could try to elude investigations.
Churchgoers could challenge parking tickets.
There is little evidence to support these
fears. Sixteen states have passed such laws,
often called Religious Freedom Restoration
acts or RFRAs. Experts say they're often
underused, if used at all. And the people
who do claim religious infringement lose in
court more than they win.
The legislation, House Bill 279, would
give stronger standing to people in court
who claim the law puts a burden on them
because of their religious beliefs.
The bill is headed to Gov. Steve Beshear
after the Senate passed the measure late
Thursday night. The House overwhelmingly
approved the proposal last week.

"This is a piece of legislation that is a
sword to be used against minorities," Sen.
Kathy Stein, 13-Lexington, said before the
Senate vote. She added: "A renter under this
would be able to deny leasing a property to
a biracial couple."
The ACLU of Kentucky tried and failed to
push an amendment that specifically protects civil rights laws in the bill.
Derek Selznick of the ACLU told a House
committee that churchgoers could claim
parking tickets burden their ability to attend
services.
"An apartment complex manager could
argue they don't have to rent to a lesbian
,couple based on their religious beliefs," he
said.
Rep. Mary Lou Marzian, D-Louisville,
issued similar warnings on the House floor.
She said the legislation could protect
employers who refuse to provide insurance
coverage of birth control, a requirement
under federal law.
She also questioned why Roman Catholic
organizations support these religious freedom bills.
"I believe it is an attempt to further cover
up their continuing sex abuse and pedophilia and hide their records," Marzian said.

Rep. Kelly Flood. D-Lexington, said:
"Given that the church is still reeling from
this moral and criminal crisis. I for one am
going to vote no on this bill because I want
the people of this state who have been victims to know that we have their back."
Douglas Laycock, a professor at the
University of Virginia Law School, said
their fears are unsupported.
"The reality is these RFRA laws have been
a disappointment to their supporters," he
said.
Christopher Lund, a law Professor at
Michigan's Wayne State University, examined all 16 state religious freedom laws in
2010 for the South Dakota Law Review. He
found that 10 states had only one or two
reported RFRA cases. Four states hadn't
seen one case decided under the law.
Victories were even scarcer, he wrote. The
people who claimed infringement lost their
court battles in more than half of the state
cases.
The most high-profile claim of religious
infringement — a case involving a Christian
wedding photographer and a same sex couple — has so far lost in court.

•See Page 5

1st Community
Impact Day in
Munray deemed
a big success
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer
"For the first-ever Community
Impact Day, several churches
teamed up with local organizations Sunday to complete numerous projects in the Calloway
County area.
Murray Christian Fellowship —
a Murray State University organization — along with Christian
Community Church, First United
Methodist Church, Glendale Road
Church of Christ, Immanuel
Lutheran Church, Murray Family
Church and St. Leo Catholic
Church and several local constituents came to the aid of organizations like Murray Main Street.

III See Page 3

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
Members of Murray Christian Fellowship and Christian Community Church, along with
Greg Taylor, help shuffle down an old table in the former library annex, also known as the
Higgins House, on Sunday afternoon. As part of the first Community Impact Day, several
local churches gathered forces in an effort to assist local organizations with projects. The
Annex is a development project under the authority of Murray Main Street.
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One of Kentucky's hottest
Democrats lit a fire under western Kentucky party members
Saturday night in Murray.
Speaking to an enthusiastic
crowd of more than 100 people
for the second Annual Murray
State College
Democrats
Dinner, Adam Edelen, current
state auditor for public
accounts, and believed to be a
serious candidate to run for
higher office in 2015, said the
party must return to its roots of
being the voice for the voiceless.
"We are not holding to our
values when we choose wealth
over work," Edelen said, relating this to the recent decision to
cut a childhood assistance pro-.
gram for working families.
"This sickens me. This is a program where we told parents to
go back to school and better
themselves, and they were
doing that. Yet our Democratic
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N Edelen ...
From Front
Party leaders just shrugged their shoulders while
the Republicans say they never cared for it in the
first place.
"Folks, it's not an issue of Democrats vs.
Republicans. It's a matter of being smart or being
dumb."
Edelen said he has tried to live up to those
expectations while auditor.
Edelen charged the youngste9 in the audience
to believe that they can make Their futures better,
and he used himself as the primary example. He

told of how he grew up rather poor in Meade
County to a mother who was not even 17 when he
was born.
"No one would ever predict that a person with
those beginnings would someday serve in a
statewide office or speak to this great crowd here
tonight," he said,"and really and truly, this speaks
to the moral responsibility of the Democratic
Party.
"Regardless of where you come from, everybody in this country gets the chance to be what
they want to be and should have as many chances
to makes that happen as they need."

Photo provided
Kentucky teachers gathered in Frankfort on March 7 for National Board Certified Teacher Day
in honor of 268 Kentucky Teachers who received their National Board Certification in
December 2012. Among the assembled group were Kimberly Barrett and Robin Simmons
from Calloway County Middle School and Erica Gray from Calloway County High School.

Three new National Board Certified
teachers in the Calloway District
444.,

By DAVID DOWDY
Calloway County Schools
Kentucky Governor Steve Beshear proclaimed
March 7,2013 as National Board Certified
Teacher Day in honor of 268 Kentucky Teachers
who received their National Board Certification
in December 2012. Among the assembled group
were three teachers from the Calloway County
District. Kimberly Barrett and Robin Simmons
from Calloway County Middle School and Erica
Gray from CCHS had their photo taken with the,
Governor.
This brings the total of National Board
Certified teachers in the Calloway County
School district to eleven.
National Board Certification is an advanced
teaching credential that complements, but does

not replace, a state's teacher license. National
Board Certification is achieved upon successful
completion of a voluntary assessment program
designed to recognize effective and accomplished teachers who meet high standards based
on what teachers should know and be able to do.
As part of the certification process, candidates
complete 10 assessments that are reviewed by
trained teachers in their certificate areas. The
assessments include four portfolio entries that
feature teaching practice and six constructed
response exercises that assess content knowledge
National Board Certification is a voluntary
process calling for nearly 400 hours of study to
complete the requirements. Only 50 percent of
teachers seeking certification are successful in
their first attempt.

Source: Venezuelan opposition leader to run
CARACAS, Venezuela (AP) anonymity because he was not
— Venezuelan opposition leader authorized to discuss the deciHenrique Capriles is set to sion publicly ahead of a. formal
announce he will run in elec- announcement scheduled for
tions to replace Hugo Chavez, later in the day.
Other opposition sources
setting up a make-or-break
encounter against the dead pres- refused to comment. but a politat ORC
ident's hand-picked successor, a ical consultant
close adviser to the candidate Consultores, which advises
Capriles, also said he would run.
says.
"He will put himself forward,"
"He will accept" the nomination, the adviser told The said Oswald() Ramirez. "History
Associated Press. He spoke is giving Capriles Radonski an
Sunday on condition of important role."

Venezuela's election commission has set April 14 as the date
of the vote, with formal campaigning to start just 12 days
earlier. Ramirez said the 40year-old opposition leader
would demand that officials
extend the campaign period by
moving up the start date by
more than a week, and that acting president Nicolas Maduro
not be allowed to abuse state
resources to boost his chances
during the campaign.

HAwKiNS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
CONSIGNMENT SET-UP: Elena Blevins, left, of Benton, and Emily Cunningham of Murray
help to set up displays Sunday for the Kentucky Kids Consignment Sales event in the CFSB
Center. The event will open to the public Thursday and will continue Friday and Saturday.

LAHORE, Pakistan (AP) — Hundreds of tle personal disputes. Politicians have been reluctant
Christians clashed with police across Pakistan on to reform the laws for fear of being attacked by reliSunday, a day after a Muslim mob burned dozens of -gious radicals, as has happened in the past.
The plight of Pakistan's other religious minorities.
homes owned by members of the minority religious
group in retaliation for alleged insults against Islam's such as Shiite Muslims, Hindus and Ahmadis, has
also deepened in recent years as hard-line interpretaProphet Muhammad.
Christians are often the target of Pakistan's harsh tions of Islam have gained ground and militants have
blasphemy laws, which rights activists say are fre- stepped up attacks against groups they oppose. Most
quently used to persecute religious minorities or set- Pakistanis are Sunni Muslims.
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GOING FOR THE HAMMER: Lorenzo Turi of Murray State prepares to make an overhanded
toss, known as a hammer, against a defender for the Johnny & The Jets team from Paducah
Saturay during an ultimate frisbee tournament at the Bee Creek soccer complex in Murray.
The event attracted teams from such places as Drake University in Des Moines, Iowa, Xavier
University in Cincinnati, Ohio and the University of Louisville.
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At Lourdes, we believe that quality
is as important as convenience
when it comes to heart care.
Board-certified interventional
cardiologist Ralph Milsaps, M.D ,
of Mercy Cardiology-Murray, is
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offers in-office care for cardiac
stress testing, echocardiograms,
hotter monitoring and more.
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•Community Impact Day ...

Pills recalled by FDA still
circulating in southern Ky.
HOPKINSV1LLE, Ky.(AP) — A pain medication that has
been recalled by the Federal Drug Administration for undeclared ingredients continues to circulate in parts\ of southern
Kentucky.
Kentucky New Era reported that the drug. marketed under
the name "Reumofan Plus," is being distributed locally in
Elkton and a local doctor's office says patients on the drug
have had dangerous side effects.
The manufacturer, Reumofan Plus USA, LLC and
Reumofan USA, LLC, announced a voluntary product recall
last month. Used as a treatment for muscle pain, arthritis,
osteoporosis, bone cancer and other conditions, the FDA says
undeclared ingredients in the drug could result in serious illness.
An FDA laboratory analysis of Reumofan Plus found that it
contains diclofenac sodium, a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug, and methocarbamol, a muscle relaxant.
The agency has received reports of deaths, stroke, severe
internal bleeding, dizziness, insomnia, high blood sugar levels
and other problems associated with the drug since June. FDA
has issued an alert telling consumers to stop taking it immediately and consult a health care professional.
The newspaper found a salesman in Elkton, Ray Johnson,
who was distributing the product locally. When reached by the
newspaper on the phone on Friday, Johnson defended the
product, but declined to make any statement.
Dr. Keith Toms,of Generations Primary Care, said three of
his patients have taketrih drug and had bad side effects. One
patient had dangerous liver enzyme elevations, and two diabetic patients had dangerous spikes in blood sugar levels.
Toms said herbal supplement can be sold if they don't claim
to treat specific diseases or conditions and the FDA generally
doesn't analyze their contents.
"It's the wildlife," Toms said. "People can say all kinds of
things about them, and we just don't know."
The FDA said it may follow up on the Reumofan recall with
warning letters, seizure, injunction or criminal charges.

City asks residents to
help with branding effort
Ky.
ELIZABETHTOWN,
(API — A central Kentucky city
has decided to move forward
with an effort to brand itself and
wants residents to participate.
Elizabethtown city officials,
the Elizabethtown Tourism &
Bureau,- the
Convention
Elizabethtowe-Hardln County
Heritage gr,uncil and the
Elizabethtowk-11 ard in County
Industrial FirOndation are working together in an effort to come
up with a brand.
Convention bureau director
Sherry Murphy told The NewsEnterprise that a website has
been set up to take input from
residents on how they would
describe the city. what it is best

known for and how they want
outsiders to describe it.
Murphy says public comments are being taken through
March IS. and then will be
reviewed for major themes.
"It's amazing how many times
a general theme can (arise)," she
said.
She said the Louisville-based
firm New West will recommend
branding elements the coalition
should pursue.
The brand that is developed
will be shared among the four
organizations. Murphy said that
such a unifying theme can assist
in attracting events, industry or
tourism to the city.

•Humphries ...
From Front
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ties. The House has a
Democratic majority, while the
Senate is in the hands of the
Republicans.
"I tend to . think that those
folks will realize that what
divides us hurts us and things
that unite us make us stronger.
and they will come to see that
this bill is going to help a lot of
families. And,for me. yeah. this
is one I would really be proud to
see approved.Humphries said House action
on SB 64 probably would have
happened already had the legislature not had such a long session Thursday. He said that lasted until nearly midnight and it
was decided that the Friday session he moved to today to allow

for deeper examination of
pieces of legislation under consideration over the weekend.
Humphries said Senate leadership stayed in Frankfort all
weekend.
Humphries also said Sunday
that he is not sure how a House
Bill 2, calling for redistricting
state legislative boundaries in
Kentucky, would be received in
the Senate. The House passed
that bill by a 53-46 margin with
the vote basically falling along
party lines in the Democrat-controlled body.
He did say. though,that it is an
issue that needs to have a conclusion, being redistricting is a
requirement based on population figures of the U.S. Census
every 10 years.
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From Front
Life House Care Center,
Murray-Calloway
WATCH,
County Parks, Playhouse in the
Park. Angel's Attic and CourtAppointed Special Advocates
(CASA)and military veterans in
a myriad of ways.
Tricia Foster, organizer for the
event, said she hopes the special
day becomes a more regular
occurance, as the community
outreach can lead not only to
great fellowship, but also provide a lending hand to those in
need.
"We want to help in the community by assisting the people
who do the serving," Foster
said. "One of the goals is to
expose people to the different
organizations. We also want to
show our kids about volunteering and develop ongoing service
projects for families to do."
One particular project, the
rehabilitation of the Library
Annex property, is being overseen by Murray Main Street and
took its first steps on Sunday
afternoon with the help of
Community Impact Day.
Built in the late 1890s, the
Higgins House has since fallen
into a state of disrepair, and
Murray Main Street Manager
Deana Wright said the home
needed nearly $200,000 in complete renovations before the
project would be complete.
Having 40-plus volunteers to
rip up carpet, clean rooms and
remove old furnishings, she
said, was an incredible start to
the process, as helpers from
Christian Community Church

EDWARD MARLOWE Ledger & Times
Carpet, flooring and old furnishings were just some of the materials removed from the former'
library annex, also known as the Higgins House, on Sunday morning. By 4 p.m., nearly all of
the old carpet had been stripped, rooms had been deep cleaned and floors had been
mopped. Murray Main Street, which owns the facility, will be hosting a Derby Party on May 4
following the cleanup.
Murray
Christian Fellowship, said the project was
and
Fellowship were assigned to a great way to get students
facilitate a cleanup at the loca- involved in the local community, and he said he was more than
tion.
The actualization of the proj- happy to help out a worthy project. Wright said, would he to ect.
"I'm just really proud of the
fully furnish a community area
on the first floor for receptions, kids who have jumped in and
parties and other local gather- taken to this so well," Kerrick
ings. The second floor would be said. "This is such a great way
composed of four or five non- to get out and meet people and
really help out your community
profit offices, she said.
Mike Kerrick, campus minis- in ways you never thought were
ter for Murray Christian possible."

Captured Syrian city a test for rebel forces:
ing badly needed aid from counBy BEN HUBBARD
tries that support the anti-Assad
Associated Press
BEIRUT(AP) — Since rebels struggle but fear weapons could
seized the capital of Raqqa fall into the wrong hands. The
province in northern Syria from United States recently promised
the government last week, they $60 million in new, non-lethal
have posted guards at state assistance to the opposition
buildings, returned bread *cab inside, Syria, and other powers
are considering sending arms.
to pre-war levelsan operied
Most of these countries would
hotline that residen
to report security issues, anti- look askance, however, at rebels
who seek an Islamic state or
regime activists said Sunday. At the same time, they have stand accused Of war crimes.
Rebels in Raqqa reached via
killed captured security forces
in public squares and driven phone and Skype on Sunday
their dead bodies through the acknowledged the strength of
streets. The most powerful rebel Islamic brigades but said these
brigades in the city are extremist groups didn't seek to impose
Muslims and include Jabhat al- outside ideologies on the city.
Nusra, which the U.S. govern- "This is not Islamic extremism."
ment says is linked to al-Qaida. said Abu Yazan, a leader in the
As the first major Syrian city Islamist Faithful of Raqqa
to fall entirely under rebel con- Brigade. "It is these Islamic
trol, Raqqa is shaping up to be movements that freed us from
the best test case yet for how the criminal regime."
Over the last year. rebels have
opposition fighters will administer territory amid Western con- greatly expanded the territory
cerns over who will fill the vac- they hold in the provinces of
uum if President Bashar Assad Idlib and Aleppo along the
is ousted. While the city's new Turkish border. In February,
rulers try to govern, they are they extended their control into
struggling with the same divi- Raqqa • province, seizing a
sions that have hampered the hydroelectric dam on the
rebel movement's effectiveness Euphrates River. After storming
a central prison, they seized
throughout Syria's civil war.
The rising power of Islamic most of Raqqa city on March 4.
extremists in their ranks also solidifying their control over the
could block them from receiv- next two days.

That made Raqqa, a n(yib- holes in their heads.
central city of 500,000 pe(rpTe.
A Raqqa activist said Sunday
the. first of Syria's provincial via Skype that military security
capitals to fall entirely under was notorious for its brutality.
rebel control.
toward the opposition during the
Since then, the city's rebels uprising, which began with antihave been bedeviled by the regime protests in March 2011
same problems that have hin- and later spiraled into civil war.'
dered them elsewhere. Most res- The U.N. says more than 70,000'
idents flel during the fighting
people have been killed since.
and have stayed away. fearing
When rebels entered the city.
the government attacks that
surrounded the military.
they
often follow rebel takeovers.
granted
Two such strikes hit the security compound and
officers
60
the
to
passage
safe
province on Saturday. killing at
least 14 people and leaving dead inside to a nearby airport, he
bodies scattered in the streets, said. On the way to the airport,
according to activists and a however, the officers tried to
break away, sparking clashes
video posted online.
Other videos have surfaced that killed four rebels and nine
online of government security officers. The rest fled. Rebels
officers killed after their capture then killed them upon capture as
by rebels.
punishment, he said, speaking
One shot Saturday shows the on condition of anonymity
bodies of three men face down because he attends university in
in a public square, their hands a government-controlled area.
bound and their brains blown
Abu Yazan, the rebel leader.
out.
corroborated the story but said
"The dogs of military security
only 30 officers were involved.
were executed in Clock
body displayed in the truck,
The
Square," an off-camera narrator
said, was an officer named
he
says.
was
Another video shows rebels Mohammed al-Ahmed who
brutality.
his
known
for
driving the dead body of a mili"Praise God that we killed
tary intelligence official around
he said. "God willing we
him,"
At
truck.
a
of
back
town in the
one point, they lay it in a street have finished with his evil fornext to another body. Both have ever."

Do You Need Help with
Taxes & Accounting?
Team ATA Can Help!
Tax Return Preparation
Strategic Tax Planning
Payroll & Bookkeeping
IRS Representation

403 Maple St(On the Court Square)
Murray, KY

Estate & Gift Tax Planning
Sales Tax Returns

270-753-0530
MurrayDISH.corn
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Cards for veterans, clean up at
Chestnut and Central Park and
seed planting at the Murray
Farm Project were just a few of
the other projects being completed on Sunday.
For more information on how
you can assist with projects or
be a part of upcoming,
Community Impact Days, contact Foster at 753-9966 or
Kristin Taylor at 293-6829.

Pictured: Rick Melton, CPA, PFS (right)
town Anderson, CPA, CFE, CIA, CGMA (left?

Certified Public Accountants
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The following is an editorial from another news:
paper in Kentucky offering an opinion about an issue
:. of importance.
The Courier-Journal
Louisville, Ky.
It appears that more and more officials are beginning to see the
light when it comes to expanding Medicaid under the federal
Affordable Care Act.
Just recently, Florida's Republican Gov. Rick Scott — once one
of the staunchest opponents of "Obamacare" — reversed course
and announced he will accept the expansion of federal Medicaid
that could bring health coverage to as many as a million, lowincome Floridians.
He joins six other Republican gcCernors who, in recent months.
have agreed to accept the expansion in the best interests of the millions of poor people in their states who lack access to health care.
Too bad some officials in Kentucky aren't as compassionate.
Kentucky is one of the states still on the fence, with Gov. Steve
Beshear yet to make an announcement on whether he will accept
the expansion that could bring coverage to as many as 300.000
low-income people in Kentucky.
But he's probably just waiting for the members of the General
Assembly to get out of town.
Senate Republicans, still battling to obstruct expansion of health
care reform in Kentucky, passed legislation on party lines meant to
prevent Beshear from doing anything to advance health care
reform.
Senate Bill 39, sponsored by Sen. Julie Denton, a Louisville
Republican, would require the Legislature to vote on whether to
approve the Medicaid expansion.
Given the obstructive nature of Frankfort, and the inability of
lawmakers to agree on almost anything. this is a very bad idea.
Already.around 650,000 people in Kentucky have no health coverage and this bill would provide access to health care for many of
them. It could also ease the strain on hospital emergency rooms,
which provide the free dare of last resort.
- And it could help the rest of us who are paying the costs one way
or another — through taxes to support hospital charity care or
through higher health insurance premiums.
The Senate also passed its companion Senate Bill 40, which
would require legislative approval of the Health Care Exchange
Beshear authorized by executive order. It serves as a key component of the Affordable Care Act by creating a one-stop, online
shopping site for people and small businesses to shop for health
coverage. ... .
Fortunately. both Senate bills likely will be scuttled in the House.

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray 'Ledger & Times.
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Bringing a terrorist to the U.S.
WASHINGTON, D.C. - U.S.
S'enate Republican Leader
Mitch McConnell released the
following statement Friday
regarding the Mania administration's decision to bring an
al Qaeda terrorist, Sulaiman
Abu Ghaith. into the United
States rather than interrogate
him in the secure detention
facility at Guantananio Bay:
"More than four years have
passed since President Obama
articulated promises made as
a junior United States Senator
on the campaign trail into a
series of Executive Orders
which have served to weaken
the ability of our nation's intelligence community to find,capture, detain and interrogate terrorists serving al Qaeda and
its affiliates. During those years
our nation has dealt significant harm to al Qaeda. and

the
raid
that led to
the death
of Osama
Bin Laden
was
the
result not
only of the
bravery
and expertise in direct
itch
action by
nell
the United
U.S.
States milSenator
itary. but
from
the product
Kentucky
of
more •
a
than
decade of intelligence collection, analysis and refinement
of that information. Much of
that intelligence was gathered
through the interrogation of
detainees
"Every day our intelligence

community strives to disrupt.
dismantle and defeat al Qaeda.
and to locate its leader Ayman
al-Zawahiri. Our intelligence
community and military are
laboring to understand the structure, threat and communications methods of al Qaeda affiliates in Yemen, North Africa
and the growing threat of the
Al Nusra Front within Syria.
They deserve the same access
to intelligence and methods of
defeating the enemy available
to the team that found Bin laden.
"What has not changed since
the issuance of the President's
Executive Orders is that terrorists working to attack the
United States are enemy combatants, and if captured should
be placed in military custody
where they can be interrogated. The decision of the President to import Sulaiman Abu

Ghaith into the United States
solely for civilian prosecution
makes little sense, and reveals,
yet again, a stubborn refusal
to avoid holding additional terrorists at the secure facility at
Guantanamo Bay despite the
circumstances. At Guantanamo,he could be held as a detainee
and fulsomely and continuously interrogated without having
to overcome the objections of
his civilian lawyers.
"From public reports it is
clear that Abu Ghaith possesses valuable knowledge of al
Qaeda's activities within Iran.
Abu Ghaith has sworn to kill
Americans, and he likely possesses information that could
prevent harm to America and
its allies. He is an enemy
combatant and should be held
in military custody."
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End of legislative session near
FRANKFORT - As we
move rapidly into the final days
of this short session, the Senate directed its attention to a
.range of bills that will make
a difference in the lives of all
Kentuckians.
The Senate turned its attention to education this week by
passing two bills aimed at
helping high school students get
a jump start on their college
degree were passed this week.
Senate Bill 61 would give
motivated and prepared students the ability to graduate
from high school early. with
an Early Graduation Scholarship certificate, in addition to
their high school diploma. This
measure would provide that
state funds normally used for

the student's senior year in
high school be used to pay
toward their first year of college. As an added incentive
for early graduation, Senate
Bill 64, which I sponsored,
would provide a student who
graduates in three years with
Kentucky Educational Excellence Scholarship (KEES)
award for their fourth year of
high school. Rewarding our
brightest and most motivated
high-school students will put
them on an early path for college success.
The Senate passed two bills
that would protect citizens' right
to bear arms. Specifically.Senate Bill 129 protects 2nd
Amendment rights of Kentuckians from new federal restric-

OD LETTERS POLICY
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editor@murrayledger.com.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. Emailed letters must have address and phone number.
✓ No letters will be printed anonymously.
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
✓ Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
✓ Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions,of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & Times staff.

tions. This
bill takes a
for
stand
our Tenth
Amendment rights
as
well.
Senate Bill
150, would
make it easier to get a
Weekly
concealed
Report
c a r r. y
By Stan
license by
Humphries,
reducing the
Kentucky
amount of
Senator
time state
police have
to approve or deny an- application for a license from 90
to 60 days.
Also passed this week was
a bill that would give Kentucky citizens the opportunity
to vote in 2014 on whether
to change the Kentucky Constitution to hold statewide office
elections in even years. the
same years as Presidential and
other federal elections. The
savings to the state would be
an estimated $1.4 million and
to the counties an estimated
$12.6 million in 2015 and subsequent odd-year elections.
This legislation is about fiscal
responsibility, as well as civic
engagement, with voter participation estimated to increase
by 30 percent. This measure would allow existing state
and county revenue to be used
for more.productive programs
and services.
Another measure designed to
increase voter participation is
the Uniform Military and Over-seas Voter Act, designated as
Senate Bill 1. This measure
would make it easier for mil-

itary personnel,and their spouses, serving overseas to register to vote, and to ask for and
receive an absentee ballot, electronically. While they would
still need to return their ballot by traditional mail or another delivery service in order to
ensure security and anonymity, the process would be dramatically streamlined.
As many of you know, the
top challenge facing the Commonwealth is the crisis in the
state retirement system. The
Senate unanimously passed
Senate Bill 7 that would require
state lawmakers' pension benefits to be based solely on salary
earned through legislative service. This measure applies to
new legislators entering the plan
after July I of this year. It
includes a provision that would
allow former and current legislators the option of having
their pension benefits calculated the same way. A companion measure that was the
product of a bipartisan. bicameral task force. Senate Bill 2,
was passed by the Senate several weeks ago. This week
the House of Representatives
refused to accept the measure.
The Senate is hopeful the House
leadership will come to the table
to discuss this critical issue
that will affect all Kentuckians.
I will keep you informed
next week of these issues and
others. Please contact me if
you have any comments or
questions toll-free at 1-800372-7181. You can also review
the Legislature's work online
at www.lrc.ky.gov.
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Obituaries

•Religious freedom ...

Patricia Stadler

From Front

Patricia Stadler, h I. of New Concord, Ky., died Friday, March 8,
2013, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Arrangements are incomplete at Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

In 2006, a photographer in
New Mexico refused to shoot
the commitment ceremony of a
same-sex couple. One of the
Janice Fanis Weatherford
women, Vanessa Willock, filed
Janice Farns Weatherford, 70, of Murray, Ky., died Saturday.
a complaint with the state's
March 9,2013, at home with her family all around her.
human rights commission. It
Mrs. Weatherford was born in Murray, March 9. sided with her.
1943, to Ben Keys Farris and L,ejenia H. Farris.
The commission said photogMrs. Weatherford was preceded in death by her rapher Elaine Huguenin violatfather, Ben Keys Farris; one brother, Donald Ben ed a state anti-discrimination
Farris in infancy; and one sister, Wanda Joyce law and ordered her to pay
Farris when she was 1 year old.
Willock $6,600 in lawyer fees.
Mrs. Weatherford is survived by her husband and
Huguenin sued. Citing New
best friend, Larry D. Weatherford, of Murray, to Mexico's RFRA and federal law,
whom she married .March 31, 1962; her mother, she claimed the commission
Lejenia H. Farris, of Murray; two sons, Kim L. infringed upon her Christian
Weatherford Weatherford and wife, Diana (their children are faith. Two state courts so far
Emma and Abby) of Flower Mound, Texas and have ruled against her. The New
Timothy L. Weatherford and wife,Peggy (their children are Hannah, Mexico Supreme Court is
Will, Emily, Jacob, Claire and niece Sandy)of Franklin, Tenn.; one scheduled to review the case on
sister, Rita F. Burton (who was married to the late John Dudley Monday.
Burton)of Hazel; Dudley and Rita's son,John Benjamin Burton and
The conservative Family
wife, Tiffany (their child is Haley) of Owensboro; one brother-in- Foundation of Kentucky suplaw, Charlie L. Burkeen and wife, Oleta, of New Providence; four ports the bill. But senior analyst
sisters-in-law. Alice Bell and husband, JB, Evelyn Burkeen, Mary Martin Cothran said he has little
Ann Burkeen and Myrtle Lou Freeman, all of Murray; one uncle, confidence it will provide the
Hardeman Hendon and wife, Avis, of Nashville, Tenn.; three aunts, protections his group wants.
For example, Cothran wants
Blanche Pittman. Audrey Hendon and Rachel Thomasson, all of
Murray; several cqusins, nieces, nephews, great-nieces and great- stronger legal protections for
groups like Hands On Originals,
nephews.
Mrs. Weatherford was a member of the Glendale Road Church of a Christian-based company that
Christ. Mrs. Weatherford exemplified Proverbs 31. She was the per- last year refused toprint T-shirts
fect example of a Godly wife, mother, grandmother, daughter and for the Lexington Pride Festival.
an event centered on the lesbian.
sister.
Funeral services will be held Wednesday, March 13, 2013, at 1
p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with John Dale, Kim
Weatherford and Timothy Weatherford officiating. Burial will follow in Hicks Cemetery. Visitation will be held Wednesday, March
From Front
13, 2013 from 6-11 a.m. at the funeral home:
Expressions of sympathy can be made to the Glendale Road
"It's a very serious problem,
Church of Christ, 1101 Glendale Road, Murray, KY 42071 (270)
and we, would like to see a
753-3714. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
change in the law that would
Funeral Home.
create stronger penalties and
This is a paid obituary.
fewer defenses so we can be
more aggressive in the prosecuGary Bogard
tion of these cases," Julie
Graveside services for Gary Bogard,63.of Fulton. Ky., were held
Hardesty, first assistant for
at 1:30 p.m. Saturday, March 9,2013,at Murray City Cemetery. The
Jefferson County Attorney Mike
Rev. Carl Butler officiated. Visitation was held'from 11 a.m. to 1
O'Connell, said in response to
p.m. on Saturday at Blalock-Coleman* York Funeral Home.
questions from The CourierMr. Bogard died at 9:45 a.m. Thursday. March 7, 2013, at Haws
Journal about the law's effecMemorial Nursing Home.in Fulton.
tiveness.
He was born Sept. 10, 1949, in Calloway County. He was a memProsecutors say it's unlikely
ber of Sinking Spring Baptist Church and a truck driver.
that they would get'a subpoena
He was preceded in death by his father, O.A. Bogard.
for cellphone records for minor
He is survived by his mother. Mary Lee (Thompson) Bogard, of
Murray; one daughter, Melissa Dawn Bogard, of Hazel; two sons. traffic violations.
"Without an admission from
Cary Allen Bogard. of Hazel and, Terry Lynn Bogard and wife.
the
driver, there is no good way
Angie, of Murray; one brother, Larry Bogard and wife. Nancy, of
to
prove
they were actually texMurray; and three grandchildren.
Serving as pallbearers were Russell Bogard, Barry Bogard, ting," said Robert Neace. Boone
Benjamin Bogard, Thomas Foy. Billy Collins and Wade County attorney and president
Underwood. Online condolences can be made at www.yorkfuneral- of the Kentucky County
home.com. Arrangements were handled by Blalock-Coleman & Attorneys Association.
However, police statistics
York Funeral Home.
showed a slight drop in the
number of crashes cause by cellAshley Flener
Ashley Flener„ 25,of Murray, died on Saturday, March 9.2013 at phones or other distractions in

gay, bisexual and transgender
community. The city's human
rights commission ruled against
the company, saying it violated
a city anti-discrimination ordinance.
"This law isn't going to have
an effect they think it's going to
have," Cothran said. "All of the
case law is going in the other
direction. It's not going in the
direction of over-protecting
people's religious freedom.
We'd like to see something a lot
stronger than this."
Robert
Damron,
DNicholasville, who sponsored
Kentucky's bill, said it is a
response to a former state law,
upheld by the Kentucky
Supreme Court, that required
the Amish to display bright
orange safety triangles on their
black buggies so that they could
be better seen by motorists.
The law has since been
changed to accommodate the
Amish, but not before several
Amish men went to jail rather
than display the triangles, which
they said went against heir religious beliefs.

•Texting ban ...
Kentucky. There were 64,400
crashes blamed on distracted
driving in Kentucky last year, a
drop of about 2,000 crashes
since the law's penalties took
effect, according to Kentucky
State Police statistics.
The law is a "good starting
point" but difficult to enforce,
said It. Joe Seelye, commander
of the Louisville Metro Police
traffic unit. "I would like to see
a law to where any time you use
a phone to take your eyes off the
roadway that you have to pull
over in a parking lot or an emergency lane somewhere to do
that," he said.
State Rep. Tom Riner, a
Louisville Democrat who sponsored the texting while driving
bill, said he believes the law is
effective even if some cases are
thrown out.
"I've never introduced a perfect bill, and I've never seen
one. I think if we make any
improvement whatsoever it's
worth the effort," Riner said.

her residence.
Born March 31. 1987 in Murray, she is survived
by a son, Jaxsen Flener; parents, Gene Paul and
Robin Johnson; two sisters. Kristen Hudspeth and
husband. Chris, and Alicia Hudson and husband.
Mikey; grandmother, Janice Holland and husband.
Charles, all of Murray; one niece and three
nephews.
Graveside services will be at 11 a.m., Thursday.
March 14. 2013 at the Murray City Cemetery with
Shelby Underhill and Aaron Dowdy officiating.
Visitation will be between 5-8 p.m., Wednesday.
Fierier
March 13 at the Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to the
family to benefit Jaxsen.
Online condolences may be •made at www.imesmiller.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

to‘i

(The number oftimes published or the length ofone or moreofthe
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
Times policy. A fee has been paid for additional publishing or
space.)

Security risks and frayed
relations dog US,Afghans
KABUL,Afghanistan(Al)- war and turn the country's secuA series of security problems rity over to the Afghans.
and fractured relations with
Speaking to reporters shortly
Afghan leaders plagued Defense after Karzai made the comSecretary Chuck Hagel's first ments, Dunford said the Afghan
trip here as Pentagon chief, leader has never expressed such
including the Afghan president's views to him but said it was
accusations that the U.S. and the understandable that tensions
Taliban are working in concert would arise as the coalition balto show that violence in the ances the need to complete its
country will worsen if most mission with the Afghans' move
coalition troops leave.
to exercise more sovereignty.
The top U.S. commander in
"We have fought too hard over
Afghanistan. Gen. Joseph
the
past 12 years, we have shed
Dunford, quickly rejected the
too much blood over the past 12
Karzai
Hamid
President
charges
made Sunday as "categorically years, we have done too much to
false." But the accusations were help the Afghan security forces
just the latest in a series of dis7 grow over the last 12 years to
putes that have frayed relations ever think that violence or instabetween the two nations as the bility would be to our advanU.S. works to wind down the tage," said Dunford.

LONG BEACH,N.Y.(AP)- It
sounds like the premise for a new
reality TV series: "Hurricane
House" - people scouring waterside communities looking to buy
homes damaged by Superstorrn
Sandy at a deep discount.
While there are bargains out
there, ranging from 10 percent off
pre-storm prices for upscale
homes on New York's Long Island
and the Jersey Shore to as much as
60 percent off modest bungalows
Staten Island and Queens, it's still
very much a game of buyer

beware.
Not only are buyers are on the
hook for repairs and in some cases
total rebuilds, they're also wading
into a host of potentially expensive uncertainties about new flood
maps and future insurance rates;
zoning changes and updated
building codes.
"It's totally changed the way I
sell real estate," said Lawrence
Greenberg, a sales associate with
Van Skiver Realtors, whose own
Mantoloking, NJ., office was
wrecked in the storm.

14 STOCK MARKET REPORT
Prices as of (low of

Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.......I4,398.36 + 68.87
.89.03 + 1.18
Air Products
432.08 + 1.68
Apple
AT&T,Inc.
.36.66 + 0.27
1138 + 016
BB&T
Bank of America
12.07 - 0.19
.25.08 + 0.47
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb .37.42 • 0.11
90.44 + 0.79
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp - 118.54 - 0.02
;9.18 - 0.70
Daimler Chrysler
17.81 + 0.53
Dean Foods
Exxon-Mobil ..... ....
+ 0.16
Ford Motor
12.96 + 0.13
General Electric
23.75 + 0.07
GlaxoSmithKline ADR 44.60 - 0.24
-Goodrich
Goodyear Tire & Rubber -.13.13 + 0.19
•

hosiness on %larch 5. 2013

HopFed Bank*----.--11.00 + 0.21
.210.17 + 0.75
IBM
- 0.30
Intel ......
.31.17 + 0.92
Kroger
.41.41 + 0.15
Mattel...
McDonalds-.....................98.64 + 1.55
Merck ...................,............42.94 -0.33
-.28.09 - 0.05
Microsoft
15.10 + 0.28
J.C.Penney
77.19 + 0.05
Pepsico.
.28.17 -0.10
Pfizer, Inc
.8.14 - 0.08
Regions Financial
49.80 + 0.93
Sears Holding Corp
5742 +OM
Time Warner
...415
+ 0.10
US Bancorp
-63.03 + 033
WellPoint Inc
Wal-Mart .........................73.0l + 0.16

HILLIARD LYONS

Town Crier
NOTICE
•
• The Calloway County
Public Library Board of
Trustees will meet for their regular monthly meeting at 430
p m_ Wednesday. Among the
discussion items will be the

Sandy-damaged homes hit
market at bargain prices

director's evaluation, the property at 709 Olive St., trustee
certification and the 2013
strategic planning process.
• To report a Town Crier item
call 753-1916.

Financial Consultants (1.-RI:
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270'753.3366 I 800,444.1854
Hours: 8:00 a.m.-5:00 P.m. M-F
111111W Lew.•s motel'db.I)as Wok I twiny wthenjed I AddIkralwd..alio* c. nom r4e. FDIC rend Plo
Bar* Gursise Mr/ lose Min I S,o,UstJJ8 MordW L.IIC I *Mx.NYSE FINRA SPC 0200@

Disney's `Oz' bewitches
box office with $80M debut
By DERMA J. LANG
AP Entertainment Writer
LOS ANGELES(AP)- "Oz
the Great and the Powerful"
clicked with moviegoers.
Disney's 3-D prequel to the
classic L. Frank Baum tale "The
Wonderful Wizard of Oz"
debuted in first place and earned
$80.3 million at the weekend
box office in the U.S. and
Canada and $69.9 million overseas, according to studio estimates Sunday.
"Oz" tells the origin of James
Franco as the wizard with Mile
Kunis, Michelle Williams and
Rachel Weisz as the trio of
witches he encounters after
crashing in the mystical realm of
Oz.
The updated take on "Oz,"
which was directed by original
"Spider-Man" trilogy mastermind Sam Raimi, was a gamble
that looks like it will pay off for
the Walt Disney .Co. The film
reportedly cost $200 million and
opened a week after "Jack the
Giant Slayer," another bigbudget 3-D extravaganza that
reimagines a classic tale,
flopped in its opening weekend,
debuting with $28 million at the
box office.
"Oz" was also golden overseas.The film conjured up $69.9
million from 46 foreign markets, including Russia and the
United Kingdom. "Oz" could
follow in the footsteps of
Disney's "Alice in Wonderland,"
another costly 3-D film, which
opened on the same weekend in
2010 and went on to gross over
$1 billion worldwide.
"Oz' is the shot in the arm that
the industry needed," said Paul
Dergarabedian, box-office analyst for Hollywood.com. "We
had six consecutive weekends
where the box office was down.

As a result, we're at a 12-and-ahalf percent deficit year-to-date
on box office revenues versus
last year. Not a lot of movies
have worked. There have been
several underperformers."
In its second weekend,"Jack"
stomped out second place
behind "Oz" with $10 million,
dropping 62 percent since its
opening weekend. It earned just
$4.9 million overseas. "Jack,"
based on the Jack and the
Beanstalk fable, was directed by
Bryan Singer and stars Nicholas
Hoult and Ewan McGregor.
The only other new release
this weekend, the FihnDistrict
revenge drama "Dead Man
Down" starring Cohn Farrell
and Noomi Rapace, opened in
fourth place with $5.3 million.
Estimated ticket sales for
Friday through Sunday at U.S.
and Canadian theaters, according to Hollywood.com. Where
available, latest international
numbers are included. Final
domestic figures will be
released Monday:
1. "Oz the Great and
Powerful," $80.3 million.($69.9
million international.)
2."Jack the Giant Slayer," $10
million. ($4.9 million international.)
3. "Identity Thief," $6.3 million.
4. "Dead Man Down," $53
5."Snitch," $5.1 million.($4.7
million international.)
6. "21 & Over," $5 million.
7. "Safe Haven," $3.8 million.
8. "Silver Linings Playbook."
$3.7 million. ($6 &ion international.)
9."Escape from Planet Earth,"
$3.2 million.
10. "The Last Exorcism Part
II." $3.1 million.

Jeb Bush: Political reporters 'crack addicts'
WASHINGTON (AP) Former Florida Gov. Jeb Bush
compares journalists to "crack
addicts" and "heroin addicts"
for asking about the 2016 presidential campaign.
Bush was asked Sunday on
NBC's "Meet the Press" who is

more likely to win the White
House - himself or Florida
Republican Sen. Marco Rubio.
Bush said to host David
Gregory,quote."Man,you guys
are crack addicts. You really are
obsessed with all this politics."

EAST SIDE
Small Engine Repair
- "It"
rray,

'013'

270-753-2925
, ti
Bring In This Flyer and Receive 5% Ott Of a Service Until
April 5th 2013!

SERVICE CHARGE
Riding Mowers
$134.00
$54.95
Push Mowers
Rear Engine & Tillers. . $94.95
$35.00
Weed Eaters
Chain Saws
Zero Turn

$35.00
$164.95

Free Pick-Up & Delivery
Within 5 Miles!
If additional parts are needed need customers approval first!

101 Industrial Road • Murray
(270) 753-2925
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Roundabout U focuses
on safety, health issues
Special to the Ledger
Roundabout U co-hosts Jim
Carter and Sarah Clark delve
into occupational safety and
health (OSH) at Murray States
University.
The duo learn more about the
program, including chats with
OSH graduates who are looking
for jobs worldwide and who are
back searching for interns to
mentor. Students who are cur

LUNCH
SPECIALS
Monday-Friday 11:00-2:00

Sandwiches
(includes one classc Side)

1/2 Ham & Swiss Baked Sub
$4.99
1/2 Turkey & Swiss Baked Sub
$4.99
1/2 Italian Baked Sub w/Fries
$4.99
1/2 Chicken Salad Baked Sub
$4.99
Phalli Cheese Steak

$3.99

Cheese Burger

$5.9e_.
$3.99

Grilled Chicken
Fried Fish Sandwich .

Pizza,Pasta
(includes small side salad)

6" One Topping Pizza
$4.99

rently studying in the program
weigh in to share what occupational safety and health is all
about.
Jason Lindsey of "Hooked on
Science" visits again this week,
showing Carter how to create a
rocket at home.
This episode of Roundabout U
airs at various times March 1016. and is broadcast on KET
(Kentucky
Educational
Television), WSIL and through
local cable systems. Specific
airing dates and times can be
found online at wWw.roundaboutu.com.
Roundabout U is a weekly,
award-winning video magazine
produced by Digital Media at
Murray State University, Most
recently. the show picked up a
Grand Champion designation
from Kentucky's CASE awards
competition. Filmed in high definition, the show highlights
events throughout Kentucky
and the region. Visit the website
for up-to-date information and
clips from past episodes. Fans
can also follow on Facebook
and Twitter for pictures. informatiou and videos, and viewers
can watch past episodes on
Roundabout's YouTube page.
For more information, contact
Clark at 270.809.3344 or
sclark5@murraystate.edu. •

DATEBOOK
Red Cross to
hold blood drives
Upcoming blood drives for the American
Red Cross will be held Wednesday, March 20,
from 1-6 p.m. at Calloway County Middle
School, 2112 College Farm Road;
Wednesday, March 27,and Thursday, March
28, from 12-6 p.m. at Murray State
University Housing and Residential Life, 102
Curds Center. To donate blood, call 1(800)
RED CROSS (1-800-733-2767) or visit
Datebook www.redcrossblood.org. Blood donors must
Jessica Morris, be at least 18 years of age (or 16-17 with
parental consent), be in good health, weigh at
Community
least 110 pounds and pass the brief physical
editor
and health history exams given prior to donation.

MES SBDM Council will meet
provided
MWC ZETA MEETING: The Zeta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club met Feb. 14, at the clubhouse. Guest speaker
was Tab Brockman, who presented facts about the city parks.
Pictured are Susan Strong, vice-chair and Brockman, director
of Calloway County Parks. The next meeting will be held at 2
p.m. Thursday, March 14, at the clubhouse. Ginny Harper, 4H agent, will be the guest speaker. Zeta members are asked
to bring an item for the auction.
Photo

Open house set at Bethel

Special to the Ledger
MCKENZIE, Tenn. — Potential traditional undergraduate students can get a good, idea of what Bethel University is all about
Saturday, March 16, by attending an Open House hosted by the
College of Liberal Arts Office of Enrollment Services.
Held on Bethel's McKenzie campus, the Open House will allow
students to tour the campus and to meet with campus representatives. Additionally, students will get the chance to interact with current Bethel University students.
Those who wish to attend may contact Bethel's Office of
Enrollment Services at(731)352-4030 or admissions@bethelu.edu,.
Carolyn Greenfield. hostess of For more information about Bethel University, visit
the Oaks Ladies Bridge, www.bethelu.edu.
announced the bridge play winners for Wednesday, March 6.as
Carolyn Greenfield. first place
and Ann Gupton,second place. Special to the Ledger
The Murray State University Department of History will continCynthia Darnall, 759-3484,
ue its weekly Educational Research Forums Thursday, March 14,at
will
serve
as
hostess
4 p.m. in room 506 of Faculty Hall on MSU's campus.
Wednesday. March 6, at 9:30
William H. Mulligan Jr., professor of history, will present a proa.m. It is necessary to sign-up. gram. The research forums will continue every Thursday through
All members are welcome to May 2. They are free and open to the public. For more information
play. Beginners are encouraged about topics. speakers and times, contact Kay Hays at 809-224 or
to attend.
khays@murraystate.edu

Ladies of the
Oaks

Educational forums to continue

Spaghetti w/Meat Sauce
$4.99

Salads
(includes breadstick)

House Mid
$6.99
Caesar Salad
$6.99
Chef Salad
$7.99
Chicken Salad . ..$7.99

1/2 Order Chicken Tenders
$4.99
1/2 Order Buffalo Tenders
$3.30

Check out our
NEW MENU!
SHOPPES OF MURRAY
(270) 762-0022
vivnv.nIcksmurray.com

Urgent News For

SAINT JOSEPH LONDON
HEART PATIENTS

Tenders
)includes one classic side)

email: communitynews@murrayledger.com

The U.S. Attorney is investigating whether all cardiac procedures
performed at Saint Joseph London were necessary. If you or a loved one
had any heart surgery, probes, or procedures performed at Saint Joseph
London, please call us now at I-800-THE-EAGLE about monetary
compensation. No fees or costs until your case is settled or won. We
practice law only in Arizona, but associate with lawyers in Kentucky.
GOLDBERG & OSBORNE
1-800-THE-EAGLE
(1-800-843-3245)
www.l800theeaglc.com
ce::4
'if t
INNINK MI
?tamsAfl&3

Every Donation
Brings Hope.

+

American
Red Cross
c,R1

s•

Chaptol

HEARING AID SALE!
CUSTOM FITTED
Digital In-the-Ear
prices starting at

$895.00

The Murray Elementary School-Based Decision-Making
Council will meet for a special-called session Tuesday, March 12,at
4 p.m.(council of councils which includes a presentation of the district of innovation grant) in the library of Murray Middle School. All
interested persons are invited to attend.

TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC
Murray Chapter #6I6 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are
welcome. For more information call Sheila at 227-1723.

Bingo to be held Tuesdays at KoC
The public is invited to Bingo Night. held every Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. at the Knights of Columbus. 332 Squire Rd., Murray. Please
note the building is a non-smoking facility. For more information
call Kevin at 293-7061.

Genealogical society to meet
The Callow ay County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday.
March 12, at 1 p.m. at the Pogue Library, on the campus of Murray
State University. The planned program is a show and tell by the
members. For more information call Janace J. Sims at 753-5093.

Parkinson's group to meet
Parkinson's Support Group will meet Tuesday at noon at the
Weaks Community Center. Persons coming for lunch should arrive
by 11:30 a.m. For more information call Dixie Hopkins at 7536001.

Free computer classes continue
The next free computer classes at the Calloway County Public
Library will be "Computer Basics for Beginners Session No. 5:
Email" Tuesday. March 12, from 5-7 p.m.; "Microsoft Word 2010
Session No. 3" Thursday, March 14, from 9-11 a.m. Call 753-2288
for information and registration.
•

Rebate night to be held

•

Calloway County High School cheerleaders will hold a rebate
night Wednesday, March !I at Mr. Gatti's Pizza. Murray,from 4-9
p.m.The cheerleaders will get credit for receipts dropped in the box
at the cash register. The public is invited to attend and support
CCHS cheerleading.

Deltas of MWC to meet
)0PIC

HAPPENINGS

The Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Wednesday, March 13, at 11:15 a.m. at Angel's Clinic. All members
are encouraged to attend.

by Annua Peeler

has certainly been cold, rainy
Murray Star Chapter to meet
and gloomy but we've managed
The Murray Star Chapter Number 433 Order of the Eastern Star
to keep our spirits up and stay
will meet Tuesday. March 12. A meal will be served at 6 p.m. and
busy this winter. Jenise and Mitzi
the meeting will follow at 7 p.m.
try to keep our schedules full with
Alzheimer's Support Group will meet
exercise, games and even educaThe Alzheimer's Support Group will meet Tuesday. March 12,at
tional things. We are trying to
adjust to the new daylight savings .5 p.m. in the dining room of the Seniorritizens Center. For more
information call Connie Stalls, LPN,at 753-0576.
time and we're not sure we like
getting up earlier.
Spaghetti dinner to be held
We had a special guest this
The Murray High School track team will host a spaghetti dinner
week. Sherry Purdom, dressed in
night Monday,March 18,from 6-7 p.m. at the school. Tickets are $8
the character of her Aunt Jessie.
for adults and $5 for children. The meal will include spaghetti.
Sherry spent time sharing with us
salad, bread stick and drink catered from Fazolis. Murray. Tickets
about the new novel she's writmust be purchased in advance from any Murray High track team
ing. We loved Sherry's "Aunt
member
or from MHS by Monday, March II.
Jessie's Magic Ketchup" and
can't wait to read her newest
MMS SBDM Council will meet
book.
The Murray Middle School-Based Decision-Making Council
Jenise thinks we never get too
will meet in regular session Tuesday, March 12, at 4 p.m. in the
old to learn so this week we had
Media Center. All interested persons are invited to attend.
an activity about famous women
in history. It was very enlightening and it made us women proud.
We hope to live to see a woman
HydroMassage HAPPY HOUR!
president some day. She could get
things organized!
Every Thursday &
Billy Smith came this week
Friday 5-7pm
and presented Ms. Anne Doran
with a DVD of "The Black
Patch." Ms. Doran's late husHalf Price
band, H.Glen Doran, was actual..fin• a ITTLI,
HydroMassage!
ly featured in this movie.The film
15-ministc
was shot in Calloway County and
sestsion:
was all about tobacco.
We got our toes tapping this
week with Richard Dennis and
his "one man show." We love the
variety of music he plays. It
brings back lots of memories of
when we were young and wild!
Paula Beavers is our birthday
gal this week. She's not telling us
her age but she is still fit and trim
at whatever age. Happy Birthday,
Paula!
We are looking forward to our
St. Patrick's Day party that Jenise
( Al Today Tr, Schedule A" A ppoint went?
and Mitzi have planned for us
Monday - I rifIt :
next week.
Sat tirtia‘; III
facebedt
...Where priceless
memories are made.
1710 C Hwy 121
It

Only

Professionals
Available For You!

Call Today
270-753-8055
or Call Toll Free
1-800-949-5728

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South12th Street• Murray,KY
"Since 1876 - A Name You Can Trust.'

$

50

North • 270.761.11133ST

84 Unerback Rd. • Murray, Ky
Phone 12701 759-8700 • 'I -888-211-5014

www.theretreatofraurray.cona
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HEALTH NOTIFICATION

Are You Hard
of Hearing?
A major name brand hearing aid provider wishes
to field test a remarkable new digital hearing
instrument in the area. This offer is free of
charge and you are under no obligation.
These revolutionary 100% Digital
instruments use the latest technology to
comfortably and almost invisibly help you
hear more clearly. This technology, solves the
"stopped up ears," "head in a barrel" sensation
some people experience and have been clinically
demonstrated to improve hearing in noisy
environments.
If you wish to participate, you will be required to have your hearing
tested in our office FREE OF CHARGE to determine candidacy. You will
be asked to report your results with the hearing instruments, for a one
week period.
At the end of this period, you may purchase your instrument, if you so
desire, at a significantly reduced charge. Otherwise, there is no fee
whatsoever for participating in this field test. Special testing will be done
to determine the increased benefits of this technology.
Benefits of hearing aids vary by type and degree of hearing loss,
noise environment, accuracy of hearing test, and proper fit. This is a
wonderful opportunity to determine if hearing help is available for your
hearing loss while you evaluate your performance with this technology.

king Council
4 p.m. in the
end.

Call now if you wish to be included in this field trial test.

iTR!

FIELD TRIAL IS AVAILABLE MAR. 11-15

50

a FULL
-mintar
session:

Beltone

Helpillg the World hear better

it iii f. lit

facsiosek

I.REST

707 South 12th Sreet, Unit A • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-9558
510 South Main • Marion, KY 42064
(270) 965-1880
1011 Paris Road, Suite 333 • Mayfield, KY 42066
(270) 804-7518

Eldred Hurley
ument Spec lolist
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for any
error, Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic 8 Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Horne Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn 6 Garden

190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
26e Mobile Horne Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock 8 Supplies
410 Public Sale
425 Land For Rent or Lease

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
430
435
440
445
450
455
460

470
490
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Flail Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sate
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles 8 ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats 8 Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco 8 Supplies
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Monday
Smart Saver

$8.50 Column Inch, oin Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within o Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
I 1 N.. I
I

Fn. 9 a.m.
Not 9 Lit
lion. 12 p.m,

Tuesday

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
$3.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter
4•1•J. NINA
•
&,ISaiIUq5••
4
• •
• •

Wednesday

T.1p.m.

Thursday
Fnday

Wed. 12 p.m.

Saturday

Thur. 12 p.m.

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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060
010

010
Legal
Notice

Help Wanted

Legal
Notice
TEMPORARY AGR CULTURAL LABORER
04/25/2013 THROUGH 12/01/2013 KY0477616
Southwest Farms. Murray, KY
5 openings

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
Revenue Cycle Consulting for
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Murray, Kentucky
March 2013
I. INVITATION TO SUBMIT PROPOSALS. By this
Request for Proposals1RFP) Murray-Calloway
County Hospital (MCCIii. 803 Poplar Street. Murray.
Kentucky 42071, is hereby requesting proposals for
full source revenue cycle professional services.
II. INFORMATION AND PROJECT DESCRIPTION
MCCH,located in Murray. Kentucky is a city-county
owned public/not-for-profit organization. MCCH is a
regional hospital serving the geographical area of
Western Kentucky and Northern Tennessee. MCCH
is a health care delivery system consisting of a 140bed acute care hospital, a 226 bed long term care
facility and various clinical and healthcare service
facilities. MCCH employs approximately 1.100 staff
with 930 FTE's including 75 physicians and 26 medical specialists. The hospital is accredited by The
Joint Commission. Kentucky Health Facilities and
Health Services, American Association of Blood
Banks and the Kentucky Department of Health and
Human Services.
Interested parties should contact Vicki Parks
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, 270-762-1104, for
complete requirements. The deadline for submission
is March 18, 2013.
MCCLARDS Towing
110 N. 7th Murray, KY
270-753-3146 intends
to obtain title to sale
per
KRS376.270,
KRS376.275 a Buick
Rendezvous
3G5DA03E05S566169
. Owners
Richard
Gagnon,
Janet
Coderre or lienholder
has 10 days to object.

Lynn Grove
Self Storage
270-519-0143

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
'Readers using this
iformation do so at
eir own risk. Although
ersons and compalies mentioned herein
ire believed to be repitable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Cliff & Laura Key

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month Free!
*New Climate Control
Available
624/7 Surveillance
*Pest Control
Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 or
270-485-6122

060

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

important as well as having a stable job. We
are currently hiring for State Registered Nurse
Assistants. We have schedules for every other
weekend off or if you need to be off week days
we have positions for weekend only. Come by
and apply and see What all we have to offer
Building bridges from our home to yours
Equal Opportunity Employer
Drug Free Facility -EOE/AAE
I.

9

,
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Savings!
subscribe to the
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Rest of KY/TN
ri•wy. a Buchanan
3 mo.

..$40.00

6 so.—.380.00
1 yr.— 4120.00
I Check

Local Mail
Catbnar

3 mo..—.—......$30.00
6 mo.
1
All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo. --..—..$75.00
6
1 yr.----$145.00
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I
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ail this coupon with payment toMurray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 49071
Or call (270) 763-1919

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWF) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at the time work is performed.
PLANTNG, GROVVNG AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS. WITH 3
MONTHS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED.
$9.80 HR. 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE,
HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND
COMMUTING AT NO COST TRANSPORTATION
AND SUBSISTENCE PAY. AFTER 5000 OF CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO
WORKSITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER. CONTACT
LOCAL SWA OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)
205 S. 6TH ST. MURRAY, KY 270-753-5362
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET
UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST.
POST EMPLOYMENT

TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABORER
05/01/2013 THROUGH 12/01/2013 KY0478758
B F&G Association, Murray, KY
3 openings

At Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center
we understand that time with your family is

lj

$9.80 HR. 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE,
HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND
COMMUTING AT NO COST. TRANSPORTATION
AND SUBSISTENCE PAY. AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO
WORKSITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER. CONTACT
LOCAL SWA OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)
205 S. 6Th ST MURRAY, KY 270-753-5'462
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET
UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT

TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABORER
04/25/2013 THROUGH 12/30/2013 KY0478041
P&C Tobacco, Murray. KY
2 openings

Notice

Home Delivery
3 mo.
6 mo.
$55.00

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWF) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at the time work is performed.
PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO, WITH 3 MONTHS EXPERIENCE
REQUIRED.

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWF) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at the time work is performed.
PLANTING. GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS.
$9.80 HR. 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP. AT NO CHARGE,
HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND
COMMUTING AT NO COST TRANSPORTATION
AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.TRANSPORT DAILY TO
WORKSITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS USTED IN JOB ORDER. CONTACT
LOCAL SWA OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)
205 S. 671-i ST MURRAY. KY 270-753-5P62
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET
UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT

GET THIS 1 X 1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*
CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING
OF MURRAY, KY
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

753-9224
PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE
NICK MCCLURE OWNER
SINCE 1993

FULL-TIME 3-11 position. Prefer experience
but will train. Must be
mature, dependable
and enjoy working with
elderly. Apply in person
at Fern Terrace of
Murray, 1505 Stadium
View Drive. EOE
IMMEDIATE
help
needed general construction knowledge &
electrical background
helpful. Drivers license
required.
Submit
resume to P.O. Box
1040-K Murray, KY.
42071

THANKS FOR YOUR BUSINLSS

— PREPLANNING —
Avoid inflationary cost.
Make it easier on family.
It just makes sense

814

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved
,110•Edd

really owned and
oerated since MI6

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Speclah,t

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
(270) 753-2411 • 201 S. 3rd, Murray, KY 42071

Eyecare Specialties Call Natasha Hutson or
308 South 12th
Murray
759-2500
murrayeyecare.c
•Eyeglasses
•Contacts

•Eye disease
Dr. Kevin Adams

Chelsea Crass
at 753-1916 and
place your ad today!
2x2 $12.00 a week
2x1 $6.00 a week
13 week contract
Runs on Monday

TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABORER
04/25/2013 THROUGH 12/05/2013 KY0478073
Nelson Key, Murray, KY
3 openings

TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABORER
04/25/2013 THROUGH 11/20/2013 KY0478077
B B&B Tobacco Growers, Murray, KY
3 openings

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWF) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at the time work is performed.
PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO, WITH 3 MONTHS EXPERIENCE
REQUIRED.

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWF) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at the time work is performed.
PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS, WITH 3
MONTHS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED.

$9.80 HR. 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP. AT NO CHARGE.
HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND
COMMUTING AT NO COST. TRANSPORTATION
AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLE I ED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO
WORKSITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS USTED IN JOB ORDER. CONTACT
LOCAL SWA OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)
205 S. 6TH ST MURRAY. KY 270-753-5362
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET
UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST.
POST EMPLOYMENT

$9.80 HR. 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP. AT NO CHARGE.
HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND
COMMUTING AT NO COST TRANSPORTATION
AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.TRANSPORT DAILY TO
WORKSITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER. CONTACT
LOCAL SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)
205 S. 611-1 ST. MURRAY, KY 270-753-5V12
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE,TO SET
UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT

Graphic Design

Tri-State International Trucks
of Murray is now accepting
applications for a full-time
Business Office Position
This career opportunity will have
responsibilities including, but not limited to,
accounts payable, accounts receivable, cash
reconciliation and customer service.
Experience is beneficial but not required.
Compensation will be based on qualifications. Tri-State offers insurance package,
401(k), and paid vacations & holidays.
Apply in person or send resume to:
100 Max Hurt Dr., Murray, KY
Or Email: jcrabtree@tristateinternationatnet
Or fax to 270-753-5773
Call 270-753-1372 for more information

The Murray Ledger & Times has an
immediate opening for a full time
graphic designer.
Responsibilities include ad design, photo
manipulation and building special publications.
Applicants must possess an eye for design.
demonstrated abilities in graphic arts, and an
understanding of newspaper and magazine
page layout. Proficiency with Macintosh
computer platform, Adobe Creative Suite and/or
Quark Express is required. Previous experience
in print media or a degree in graphic arts is a
plus. Designers must be able to work in a fast
paced, deadline-driven environment.
Please submit
resume and design portfolio to
The Murray Ledger & Times, 1001
Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071;
or e-mail: ads@murrayledger.com.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABORER
05/01/2013 THROUGH 12/20/2013 KY0478768
M M&E Farms LLC, Murray, KY
4 openings

TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABORER
04/25/2013 THROUGH 12/20/2013 KY0478104
N P Producers Association, Hazel, KY
5 openings

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWF) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at the time work is performed.
PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS, WITH 3
MONTHS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED.

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWF) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at the time work is performed.
PUNNING, GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS, WITH 3
MONTHS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED

$9.80 HR. 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE,
HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND
COMMUTING AT NO COST. TRANSPORTATION
AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO
WORKSITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS USTED IN JOB ORDER. CONTACT
LOCAL SWA OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)
205 S.6TH ST. MURRAY,KY 270-753-5362
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE,TO SET
UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST
POST EMPLOYMENT

$9_80 HR. 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE.
HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND
COMMUTING AT NO COST. TRANSPORTATION
AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CON
TRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO
WORKSITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS USTED IN JOB ORDER. CONTACT
LOCAL SWA OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)
205 S. 6TH ST. MURRAY,KY 270-753-CVO
USING J06 ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE,TO SET
UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT

TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABORER
04/25/2013 THROUGH 12/30/2013 KY0478068
Smith Farms, Kirksey, KY
2 openings
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWF) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at the time work is performed.
PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO, WITH 3 MONTHS EXPERIENCE
REQUIRED.
$9.80 HR. 34 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP. AT NO CHARGE,
HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND
COMMUTING AT NO COST. TRANSPORTATION
AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 500/0 OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.TRANSPORT DAILY TO
WORKSITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER. CONTACT
LOCAL SWA OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)
205 S. 6Th ST MURRAY. KY 270-753-S162
USING J08 ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE. TO SET
UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT
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Help Wanted

BRIGHTER Horizons
Child
Development
Center is seeking a
director.
Applicants
must be 21 years of
age and must have 1 of
the following qualifications:
1) A Bachelors Degree
in Early Childh000d
Education OR
2) An Associates in
Early childhood and
two years of working in
a licensed childcare
center OR
3)A director's credential and one year of certified experience working in a licensed childcare center OR
4) 3 years of experience working in a
licensed childcare center or head state preschool program.
We are seeking the
best-fit director for
Brighter Horizons and
want our new director
to be a leader and
motivator . as well as a
team player. Applicant
must have three references and should possess both management
and budgeting skills.
Salary commensurate
with experience. To
apply: Contact Robyn
Darnall Stevenson at
759-1926 or come to
629 N. 4th Street to c
complete an application. Interviews scheduled March 18th-22nd.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing ilie-,
"help wanted- sectio
on our classifieds
webpage at
rnurrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the johnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times_ Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

LOCAL Lawn Service
Company
seeking
experienced
Lawn
Tech $10-$12/hr.
435-4431

Subscribe to
The Murray Ledger Times
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PAPA Johns Pizza in
Murray is presently
seeking applications
for the position of
General
Manager
Qualified
applicants
must have minimum of
3 years restaurant
experience.
Experience in pizza
preferred but not limited. Must have valid driver's license, proof of
insurance, dependable
car, clean motor vehicle report and/or clean
background
check.
Papa John's Pizza
offers health, dental,
and vision insurance,
401(k), and paid vacation.
Please
mail
resume to Sandra
Hams 1236 Bark Ridge
Hopkinsville, Ky
42240.
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Now hiring Assistant
Manager.
Qualified
candidates
should
have two years of
experience in customer
service.
Full-time
hourly plus benefits
bonuses. For
and
immediate consideration please complete
an application on our
website www.shoesensation.com
THE After Hours Call
Center for Rotech
Healthcare in Murray,
Ky has an opening for
a full-time Respiratory
Clinician on the afternoon shift. Applicants
must possess credentials as a respiratory
therapist (CRT or RAT)
or nurse (RN or LPN).
Please notify us of your
interest by emailing to
rebecca.butler @rotech
.corn or you can stop
into our facility to complete an application, MF 8am-5pm, at 120
Max Hurt Drive Murray,
Ky 42071. We are
E0E/AA/iv1FDV.
140

'so

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
Acquired wonderful
collections,
great bargains
Trends-N-Treasures
Sell us your coins
270-753-4161
Dr Fuhrman

SUN Quest Pro 26 RS
(Wolff Sys) 7 Tanning
Bed, used in excellent
condition, 26 Velocity
bulbs (less than 20
hours used), 20 minute
timer $1,100 OBO
Call 658-3139

ikeittion!
Ask about our
Display ad
5Decials
for all your
advertising
needs.

753-1916

GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
stove,
refrigerator,
electnc & gas heater,
storm windows
753-4109

Top Prices Paid For
S Gold .+1 S'..fver S
LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS
3t-y,-D 1, It. Street
eilurrdv KY
Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries.
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694
150
Articles

For Salo
16/FT flat-bed trailer, 4
new tires 10/ply for sale
or trade $1,500 or
Truck 1/2 ton
227-2494
BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set. NEW in
plastic. $195
270-293-4121.
Can
deliver.
FOR Sale: Wit Game
System
4 controllers, gun, and
games. $400 Call
227-8721 after 5 p.m.

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

Appliances

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 [South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
210

McCUISTON

SUDOKU

Suoloku is a number-Oolong puzzle based on a 9x9 grid wall
several given numbers The deed is to place IN numbers I to
9 In the empty squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box °Dreams the same number only once The callicully level
ol the Concept* Sudoku ocreases from Monday to Sunday

ROOFING

Concepts SuctoKu

lkhre Gwen

Ht31)1,1Ct'Inent

270-293-1924
without all the mess

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

NICE 2BR trailer for
rent No pets
753:9866

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109
1BR, 1BA apartment
for rent. All appliances
including W/D. dishwasher
and
microwave. Pet friendly. Available February
22nd. $395/mo.
270-293-9493
270-978-6000
1BR Apts starting at
$275/month. Various
Coleman
locations.
Real Estate. 753-9898

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
, Equal opportunity

a

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
today.
appointment
270-753-2905..
UNFURNISHED 1BR
apartment near campus. Non smoking, no
pets. 270-753-5980

—

WWW [elle NET
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lames C. billows

74

6

Diniculn tool *

2 BD 1 BA Dup All Aps
No Pets. 753-0259
Sornewh ere

3BR, 1BA, gas fireplace, hardwood, tile,
C/H/A, one car garage
$800/mo $800/dep.
333 Woodlawn
270-293-2544

4BR house Lease and
deposit required
270-753-4109
SEVERAL homes for
rent in various locations. Coleman Real
Estate 270-753-9898
SMALL 2BR rental
house. 1 mile south of
city limits. 227-6431 or
293-6156

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50

753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
10X110s & 1015's

12701436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes]
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

irgi

mmercial Prop
For Sale

For Sale or Lease
The Bullpen
Restaurant
Building
110 S. 5th St.
All equipment included
for turn key

270-753-2905

AKC French & English
Bulldog puppies.
270-335-3943
270-994-3915
SIBERIAN Husky puppies for sale Great
companions and great
with kids.
270-674-5236
Yorkie pups. Mate
$400 270-436-5341

410

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales corn
270-753-4461

2003 Lincoln Towncar
215K miles, excellent
condition $3,600
731-247-3756
270-836-0346
510

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Campers
2003 Spr9gdale by
Keystone. 12ft slideout,
30ft. bumper
pull.
$8.995 270-293-4602

NIurrA), Ledger SE limes lair

Housing Act Notice
.'ill Ti at s,state ad,erh.ed herein
•uhpect to the Federal lair
[1,1-ang Ad. m Inch make, it
11,i:A to athertiw an% refers
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275 acres +/- on
Shoemaker
road.
60/acres
tendable
hunting
Good
$3,000/per acre
270-293-4889
460
Homes For Sale
NEW 2BR, 2BA with 2
car garage. Close to
MSU campus. 1419
Asking
St.
Vine
$122,000
270-293-1991

RECENTLY remodeled
38R. 2BA house with
detached garage and
7+/acr
on
barn
between
Located
Murray and Mayfield on
Stevens Rd Asking
$120K 270-978-2776
REDUCED by $18K
4BR, 3BA, 2,675/sqft
with double carport
Great location. City
schools. $147K
270-761-6150

LOUR&TIMES
1001 Whitnell Avenue Murray. KY
AAA Mesa 11011111 -- NAM
1. 2kmio

-270-978-1204
All
Carpentry
Construction. New construction. home &
Mobile Home repair.
decks.753-0353 Larry
Nimmo

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

M URRAY

CONSTRUCTION
F404, DESNA,re
COMPUTION
WE MAW WM, VDU

Commelicmi
&ton/ow Ave
Rewovialcw

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

L Lawn Service
any
seeking
enced
Lawn
$10-$12/hr.
431

Services Offered

RES/Arialii 409

For Sale

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

Commercial $
reskiential Gleaning.
Free estimates &
references available.

From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing.
We Do It Atli
No Job To Small,

Wier
Construction
Concrete to
Crown Mold
Additions or
New Const

1270) 226-5444
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunk & tree work

Outlanders Lawn Care
Quality At Its rest

270-705-$701
ML Garage Doors.
Installation,
repair,
maintenance on doors
and operators
270-293-2357

Greg Mansfield
Cola merelaVResidestial
lictssed and Insured
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown Service

270-293-7119
-STUMP GRINDINGProfessional
For
Stump Removal Call
James at
270-978-9837

Don(spend your money out of
state keep I bull'

(270) 293-8480

270-873-9916
Jr visit our wehsite
kentuckylake
remodeling corn
FREE

East Side Small
Engine Repair
For all your parts
service, sales and
repair needs.
Call 753-2925

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Nor

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, March 12, 2013:
This year you could make money just to turn around and spend it
right away. You call the shots in your life, so only you can change
this pattern. The unexpected plays a role in your decisicins and
actions more than in past years. You will have many choices -- be
open to them. If you are single, avoid making any impulsive commitments. If you are attached, the two of you might be eyeing a property investment. Home really is where your heart is. Count on,
ARIES being blunt.

Real Estate

Serious inquiries
270-293-4602

380
Pets I Supplies

Sernzes Offered

Callkittarty
270-293-0421

Pets& Supplies

restaurant pub operation

THREE bay shop for
rent. One 12' door, two
9' or 10' doors. Great
location off 121 South.
$550.00 a month. Call
270-753-2905 or
270-293-8595 for further information.

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

•Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

Services Offered

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

Public Sale

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

We Offer:
• All Size Units
• 24,7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• We now have
80 Climate Control Units

"If you've got it, we eats store it"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights, Electncity, and 24/7 Surveillance

10

'lore your slur

GARLAND
RENTAL

onwr of 1215. & (lendale.
320
Apartments For Rent

.

lelastrial/Calumercial/lasilestial

(270) 759-0890

Firewood

991
24x54
on
816/acres in Almo.
3BR, 2BA. woodstove,
C/H/A with add-on
room. Selling as is.
815-830-5866

316

,

Answer to previous puzzle

All the quality...

Stage Rentals

Firewood For Sale!
Delivered: $40.
270-293-7893

7
i-

Free Estimates

3BR,
1.5B,
VV/D
hookups, shop. South
Murray. 270-753-0259.

3BR, IBA. $600/month
978-1400

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

NEW apartment in
Hazel
$550 00/mo
plus deposit all utilities
included
270-492-8211

Houses For Rent

Writ to Buy

BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large
270-293-6999

Ass"it\4

kedge
For Seie

Monday, March 11, 2013•9

96 Honda Tnke
753-2135

www.murrayconst.com
270-293-9170

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

East Valley Diesel
Repair
Servicing all your diesel

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; I-Difficult

repair needs
On Er Off road equipment.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**-** Mars enters your sign, which invigorates you even more.
Harness this vitality. You might want to try a new exercise routine or
take up a new hobby. Understand that few can handle your strength
and high energy at this point. Tonight: Do not stand on ceremony.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Your irritation with a particular situation might be building, and
a sudden event could trigger stronger feelings. Stop investing energy
in suppressing your emotional state. Clear your mind, and try a different approach. You'll be much happier as a result. Tonight: Let mystery in.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
***** You know that you are heading in the right direction. A
meeting could be unpredictable. You don't mind the additional excitement; you work well with high energy and determined associates.
Tonight: The more people there are around you, the happier you will
be.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You might want to work with a boss or superior, but this person could become more demanding. Just remember who is in
charge, and you will be OK. Sometimes the end result, as opposed
to the immediate outcome, is more important. Tonight: A must
appearance.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** An unexpected call triggers your imagination. Your mind
seems resistant to any discipline or focus. You could start experiencing life from a new vantage point, where you visualize a different
result. A certain individual might play a role in this. Tonight: Catch up
on emails.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** A close associate or a loved one might change his or her tune
when you least expect it. This person will push and push in order /o
get what he or she desires. You practically will have to vanish to get
this person off your case. Tonight: Dinner with a good friend.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Someone is hot on your heels and wants to at least have a
conversation with you, if not an agreement. If you try to change this
person's mind or do something differently, you will still get a hard bottom line. Wait a day to have a formal chat. Tonight: Go with the
moment.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Manage your exuberance. You might not even realize what a
strong reaction others are having to it. Stay direct when dealing with
someone, even if he or she generally is unsupportive. Lighten up.
and you might be able to turn this situation around. Tonight: Choose
a stressbuster.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You can't hold yourself back from using your imagination,
nor would you want to. You are a solution finder. You exude a quality
of excitement wherever you go, and others respond in kind. The
unexpected gives you quite a surprise. Tonight: Let the fun begin.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Get past a hassle involving a domestic matter. You might have
errands to run and calls to make, but completing them could be close
to impossible. Tap into your creativity. Remember that lists and
schedules can be changed when necessary. Tonight- Go with the
flow.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Speak your mind, but take a moment before you express
your thoughts. Choosing the right words could make all the difference
in the receiver's response. Be aware that you could be too much in
your mind, which makes you accident-prone. Tonight Return calls.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Know what is going on with your finances. A costly mistake
could impact your cash flow, and that could cause a lot of disruption.
Stay on top of your funds, and be sure to stick to your budget. Weigh
the pros and cons before purchasing a major item. Tonight: Go with
a suggestion.

24 ix. service
767-1773
FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
'Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured

(270) 489-2839
FUTRELL'S Lawn Care
Business & Residential
Years of experience in
lawn care. Mowing.
mulching, shrub trimming. You name it in
the yard, we do it.
Licensed and insurance. Do you want a
new price? Call for free
estimates.
270-339-6505

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• weekly & spci,ul pickups
• locally mkned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

753-9562
Hayman Lab011
Maintenance and
Landscaping
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Bailey's Lawncare &
Dirt Service
Owner: Steve Bailey
'Establish New Lawns
•Retuvenate Old Lawns
'Spring Lawn Clean UP
'Taking New Accounts
for Mowing 8 Tnmmong

'Small Landscapes etc.
*Leaf Removal
*Mowing •ResIdentlal
'Edging 'Commercial
'Mulching drtsured
•PrunIng *Licensed

(270)978-4691
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING

MI Year Sone Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

070/29346U
HOMETOWN

TREE SERVICE

753-2452
293-3161
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service Licensed and
insured 24/hour emergency assistance. Free
estimates 436-2562,
227-0267

J M Lawn Service
Free Estimates
Satisfaction Guarantee
Call 270-994-1045

BORN TODAY
Former presidential candidate Mitt Romney (1947), singer/actress
Liza Minnelli (1946), singer/songwriter James Taylor (1948)
•
-•-•
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Older friends sharing time
are sharing kisses as well

Looking Back

-

Ten years ago
Members of the Murray State
University Board of Regents, along
with officials with the City of
Murray, broke ground on the new
student recreation and wellness center March II, to be constructed
on land adjacent to the RSEC and
Roy Stewart Stadium over the
next 14 months:
Savannah Norwood has been chosen as a state finalist in the Miss
Kentucky American Sweetheart
Pageant set for July 3-5 in
Louisville. She is the daughter of
Adam and Angie Norwood, of
Benton.
In the opening game of the boys'
First Region Tournament,Calloway
beat Hickman County 71-50. Seth
Barrow had 15 points, nine
rebounds and four assists.
Calloway
County
Middle
School's representatives in the 2003
edition of the "Anthology of Poetry by Young Americans" are Zach
Underhill, Alex Norsworthy, Grant
Barrow, Jennifer Vincent, Danielle
Pritchett, Allyson Miller and Jessica Torsak.
Twenty years ago
A recent birth reported at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
March 5 includes a girl to Tamera Johnson, Murray. For March
6, a girl to Kimberly and Michael
Dunn, Murray and a girl to Candace Teague, Paris, Tenn. For
March 8, a boy to Laurie and
Kevin Thomas,Stewart, Tenn., and
a girl to Carrey and Paul Burruss, Tompkinsville.
Calloway County junior point
guard Valerie Shelton was named
the Fourth District's Player of the
Year.
Piano students of Joyce Hemdon that will present a senior
recital March 14, at Murray State
University include Sarah Richter,
daughter of Fred and Margaret
Richter; Dusty Wilson, son of
Bobby and Glenda Wilson; and
Paige Alcott, daughter of Steve
and Paula Alcott.
Navy Seaman Alias D. Mix, son
of Alvin C. Mix Jr., of Murray,
completed basic training at Recruit

Training Command, San Diego,
Calif.
Thirty years ago
A recent birth reported at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
March 2 includes a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Byrn, Mayfield.
Leland Steely, 16, son of Walter and Jane Steely, is a member
of the Calloway County High
School Chamber Singers, selected
as one of 10 choirs to represent
the United States of America at
the International Youth and Music
Festival, Vienna Austria.
In high school basketball, Calloway County beat Hickman County 58-46 and will advance to the
second round of the First Region
Basketball Tournament.
Mrs. Guy Lamora Nance celebrated her 91st birthday Feb. 13.
Forty years ago
The Murray High School Cheerleaders were first place winners
in the Fourth District Cheerleading Contest. Murray cheerleaders
are Denise Hook, Jan Shuffett,
Sheila McCuiston, Lynn Hewitt,
Jan Purdom and Trina Nicks.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Teftt and
a girl to Dr. and Mrs. George
Oakley, both March 6; and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Edmonds,
March 8.
Fifty years ago
A group of rangers of Murray
State College ROTC,led by Major
Thomas E. Kingery, arrived back
in Murray yesterday after completing a 50-mile hike in the direction of Paris Landing.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Smith and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. William
Eldridge.
Sixty years ago
A Fourth Monday Mule Day
Celebration is being planned by
the Ledger & Times and the Murray Rescue Squad.
Airman First Class Jimmy Klapp,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Klapp, is stationed at Lakenheath
Air Force Base, England.

DEAR ABBY: I am a semiretired widow in my 60s. A few
months ago I started spending
time with a man I work with.
We would see each other once
or twice a month,strictly as friends.
Our "dates" ended with a platonic hug.
About a month ago, a hug
turned into an
embrace. A
week
later,
the embrace
became a passionate kiss.
Since then,
whenever we
get together - now once or
twice a week
-- we spend
a good portion of our
By Abigail
time together
Van Buren
"making out."
We love the way each other kisses.
The problem is, we're still Just
friends. There is no desire on the
part of either of us to take the
relationship up a notch. What do
we do? We should not be kissing a friend the way we do, but
we can't seem to stop.
We're not hurting anyone. We
have tried meeting only in public places, but there is still the
goodnight kiss. I never thought
I'd need this kind of advice at
my age. Must we stop spending
time together?-- FLABBERGASTED IN WISCONSIN
DEAR FLABBERGASTED:
Not in my opinion. I assume
you're both eligible. This is the
way relationships develop, and
you would be foolish not to see
where it leads. As of now, a kiss
is still a kiss.

Dear Abby

00000

DEAR ABBY: I am writing
on behalf of hairstylists. We are
busy people. Our time is money.
We rarely even stop for lunch.
Clients who come in talking on
their cellphones are a real prob-

lem for us because they slov: us
down.
I have had clients jump up
from my chair to answer their
cellphone in the middle of a haircut -- hair flying everywhere. I
have had to do a haircut AROUND
a cellphone, with the client switch- •
ing the phone from ear to ear!
These are not even important calls
-- just casual conversations.
The lack of courtesy is ridiculous, and it seems to be getting
worse. I would like people who
do this to think twice before subjecting their stylist to it. They
should put their phones on silent.
get their hair cut or colored, and
talk on their own time! -- FED
UP IN NEBRASKA DEAR FED UP: You are not
helpless. This is happening because
you have allowed it. If you can't
find the gumption to tell your
customers you don't want them
using their cellphones while they're
in your chair, then post a sign
on your mirror that reads "Cellphones Not Allowed."
00000

DEAR ABBY: I am a new
bride. I love my husband very
much, but I've encountered a problem I don't know how to handle.
My husband and I were together
for six years before we got married and were engaged for three.
We eloped to Las Vegas and had
a "proper" celebration later.
My husband makes comments
that suggest I dragged him and
tricked him into marrying me. I
know he's only kidding, but it's
very hurtful. I don't know how
to let him know his comments
really hurt my feelings. It makes
me feel like he's ashamed of our
marriage. -- NEWLYWED IN
CALIFORNIA
DEAR NEWLYWED: The
squeaky wheel gets the grease.
The next time your husband does
it, speak up. Explain that his
attempts at humor are hurtful, not
to mention insulting. Ask him if
he regrets marrying you.

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Monday, March 11,
the 70th day of 2013. There are
295 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 11, 1888, the Blizzard of '88, also known as the
"Great White Hurricane," began
inundating the northeastern United States, resulting in some 400
deaths.
On this date:
In 1861, the Constitution of
the Confederate States of America was adopted by the Confederate Congress in Montgomery, Ala.
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Pet scans allow doctors
clearer view of body organs
DEAR DOCTOR K: I'm in
treatment for colorectal cancer.
My doctor has scheduled a PET
scan to see how well my treatment is working. What will happen during this test?
DEAR READER: A positron
emission tomography,or PET,scan
is an imaging technique. Unlike
most imaging techniques, a PET
scan primarily shows how
different parts
of the inside
of the body
are working,
than
rather
just how they
are shaped.
As in your
PET
case.
are
scans
often used to
determine
By
how well canDr. Anthony
cer treatment
Komaroff
is working.
They can also be used to detect
cancerous tumors and to determine how much cancer has spread.
In addition, doctors use PET scans
to evaluate neurological illnesses.
especially epilepsy and dementia.
In patients with coronary artery
disease, PET scans may be used
to evaluate how well the heart is
functioning.
A PET scan involves radioactivity. Tell your doctor if you are
pregnant or if there is a possibility that you might be pregnant.
A PET scan usually is done
as an outpatient test in a major
medical center.,The PET scanner
is a ring-shaped device with an
attached table. You will lie on
the scanning table.
During the PET scan, either
you will inhale a substance called
a tracer, or it will be injected
into one of your veins, usually
in your arm. Once the tracer is
given, the PET scan must be done
immediately because the tracer
decays rather quickly. The tracer
will travel through your blood-

Dr. Komaroff

stream to the organ being targeted for imaging.
Once there, the tracer will produce radioactive particles that interact with other particles in your
body to produce gamma rays (similar to X-rays). The PET scanner
will' detect these gamma rays. A
computer analyzes the scans to
form an image.
You must lie very still during
the PET scan. The scanning table
will slide slowly through the opening in the scanner ring, so you
won't need to move. The entire
scan should take 30 minutes to
two hours. Afterward, you can go
home and resume your normal
activities.
The radioactive tracers used in
PET scans are considered to be
safe. They are short-lived and are
quickly cleared from the body.
Before the discovery of X-rays
about a century ago, we had no
way of looking inside the body
without cutting the skin. X-rays
were a revolutionary advance, honored with the Nobel Prize. They
have helped greatly to diagnose
a variety of diseases, but the pictures they produce are fuzzy. For
example. you can barely see anything in the brain -- like a brain
tumor. However, until about 50
years ago. X-rays were all we
had.
Since then, the discovery of
computerized tomography (CT)
scans, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), functional MRI scans
and PET scans allow really clear
pictures of our insides. The invention of flexible tubes called endoscopes has also made it possible
to see inside the body. All of
these technologies have helped
doctors solve and fix problems
inside. the body.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor,Boston,MA 02115.)

Hints From Heloise
In 1862, during the Civil War, Selma, Ala.
President
Abraham
Lincoln
In 1977, more than 130 hoptages
removed Gen. George B. McClel- held in Washington. DC.by Hanafi
lan as general-in-chief of the Union Muslims were freed after ambasarmies, leaving him in command sadors from three Islamic nations
of the Army of the Potomac, a joined the negotiations.
post he also ended up losing.
In 1993, Janet Reno was unanIn 1942, as Japanese forces imously confirmed by the Senate
continued to advance in the Pacif- to be attorney general.
ic during World War II, Gen. DouIn 2004, ten bombs exploded
glas MacArthur left the Philip- in quick succession across the
pines for Australia.
commuter rail network in Madrid,
In 1965, the Rev. James J. Spain, killing 191 people and
Reeb,a white minister from Boston, wounding more than 2,000 in an
died after being beaten by %ithites attack linked to al-Qaida-inspired
during civil rights disturbances in militants.
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just fine, but he or she could washing liquid, and finish with
WHO
have a medical condition that enough water to make a galREALLY
warrants using a handicapped lon. Put some into a clearly
NEEDS
THE
parking space. You never know. labeled spray bottle and use the
There are many medical condi- rest for washing windows. VineSPACES?
Dear tions where the person looks"nor- gar is a multipurpose, cheap
product that can be used for
Readers: mal." — Heloise
many chores. I have put all of
Here is this FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Here are other my faeorite vinegar hints into a
week's
pamphlet. To order, send $5 and
SOUND uses for old pantyhose:
* Use in the garden to tie a long, self-addressed, stamped
OFF, about
plants.
(66
cents)
envelope
to:
handicapped parking spaces:
* As a paint strainer.
HeloiselVinegar,
P.Q.
Box
"Thanks for providing us with
* Store gift wrap in one.
795001, San Antonio, 7X 78279the Sound Off columns. They're
* Cut one into strips and use 5001. Soak a stopped-up showgreat!
er head in a small, plastic bag
"I am disabled with a as hair. ties.
* Place an umbrella in (me (if it can't be removed) of fullhip/pelvis spinal injury and truly
strength vinegar overnight to
need handicapped parking spaces. when not in use.
•
— Heloise
remove hard-water buildup. —
"In the 12 years I've needHeloise
ed them, I have found that peo- SHOWER SPRAY
Dear Heloise: You had a SMOOTH SOLES
ple are abusing these spaces in
Dear Heloise: I have a hard
the most ingenious and selfish recipe for a shcfwer-door cleanway: They park the car in those er in one of your columns that time keeping my heels soft, espespaces,and leave the handicapped I failed to'cut out of our paper. cially when I wear sandals. I
person in the car, while the able- I think it had vinegar. water, found an inexpensive way to do
bodied person trots into the store. alcohol and I don't know if there so. If I am going to wear ten"I cannot',believe they feel was anything else. My shower nis shoes, I rub petroleum jelly
justified in doing this, because doors have soap scum and hard over my feet, put on socks and
they are taking those spaces from water built up on them. Thank then my tennis shoes, and wear
them all day. When I take them
people who need them. — A you. — Patty, via email.
Patty, I'm always happy to off, my feet are soft like a
Reader, Torrington, Conn."
Yours is a complaint that my help! Here is my easy recipe baby's! — Lucy C., Artesia,
readers have written about for for a shower-door cleaner. Mix N M,
a long time. One thing to con- 112 cup of vinegar (white or
(c)2013 by King Features
sider is that an "able-bodied" apple cider), 1 pint of rubbing
person may look healthy and alcohol and 1 teaspoon of dish- Syndicate Inc.
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PREP BASEBALL:
MHS 5, PTHS 3

OVC CHAMPIONSHIP: BELMONT 70, MURRAY STATE 68(OT)

Not this time

Ramey's
two-run
double
lifts MHS

RACERS FALL
TO BELMONT IN
TITLE GAME,
LIKELY TO MISS
OUT ON NCAA
TOURNAMENT
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — In
the toughest loss of Murray
State's season, head coach
Steve Prohm took the highest
road possible.
In a, game. marred with
turnovers and questionable officiating, Prohm ended Saturday
night by taking blame for the
Racers 70-68 overtime loss to
Belmont in the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament title
game.
"This one is hard to stomach,
because we should have closed
the game," he said. "I take the
blame, but we should have been
able to close that game. That's
the bottom line."
Murray State led the Bruins
by as many as 10 points early in
the second half, but a late
Belmont surge aided by a few
ambiguous whistles helped
push the game into overtime.
Belmont's Kerron Johnson
knocked in a jumper from
inside the paint with 9.6 seconds left to play in regulation,
tying things up at 62-62. But as
the Racers inbounded the ball
the officials halted play.
The game clock was then
moved from 9.6 seconds to 6.2,
and a desperation 3-pointer
from senior Latreze Mushatt
went long after Murray State
was forced to inbound the ball
KYSER LOUGH For the Ledge
from a spot much farther away
from the basket than Prohm had (Above) Murray State senior Stacy Wilson buries his head into his hands after the final horn at Nashville's Municipal
initially thought.
Auditorium Saturday night. Wilson scored 23 points and hit five, 3-pointers, but Murray State fell to Belmont in the
Curtis Shaw, the OVC's championship game 70-68.(Below) Racer forward Ed Daniel puts up a shot over Belmont's Ian Clark during the first
Men's half of Saturday's OVC Tournament championship game.
of
Coordinator
Basketball Officiating released
a statement following the game. the blame on that. I didn't listen son for the Racers.
"It's tough," Canaan said.
"Two things happened. First, correctly and looking back I
"We
hate losing as a team, and
the
ball
just
got
have
should
stop
properly
did
not
the clock
when the ball cleared the net," across half-court, called time- just losing a championship
game is real tough. Things hapShaw said. "The refs reviewed out and set-up for the sideline.
"I made a poor decision in a pen for a reason though.
the play to fix that problem.
"I just dribbled it and it was
They also realized it did not late-game situation, so pin that
a mistake on my part. I was
start properly when it was on me."
Murray State had a couple of dribbling like regular, but I
inbounded. The clock should
to seal the game at the guess my foot was in the way. I
chances
seconds.
have stopped at 9.6
The officials took a stop watch free throW" line in regulation, just dribbled it off my foot."
Canaan's final miscue was
and recorded the elapsed time but seniors Stacy Wilson and
from when the clock should Ed Daniel each missed the one of 26 Racer turnovers, but
Player of the Year
have stopped to when the ball front-end of a one-and-one over the Co-OVC
finished
the game with a
and
nearly
minutes,
two
final
the
and
was thrown inbounds
had 22
Canaan
with
20
triple-double.
pair
a
missed
Daniel
touched. That took 3.4 seconds.
and
nine
10
assists
have
points,
could
left
that
seconds
So they subtracted 9.6 and 3.4
three-or four- rebounds in a losing effort.
seconds and got 6.2 seconds, given the Racers a
Wilson led the Racers with
point lead.
which they put on the clock.
shot 23 points, spurred by a 5 for 7
Johnson's
Instead,
ball
the
"The officials put
push the game into over- performance from 3-point
back in play where they blew would
range.
time.
the whistle to fix the corJJ Mann led Belmont with
From there, Murray State
rectable error."
clinch
18,
while Johnson — who was
to
chance
another
had
yet
Prohm was visibly frustrated
with 25 named the tournament's MVP
68
at
but
tied
game,
the
by the delay, which essentially
seconds left, Canaan dribbled — finished with 12.
took the end of the game out of
Murray State shot 81 percent
the ball off of his foot, giving
Canaan's
All-American Isaiah
from the floor in the second
Bruins.
the
back
to
ball
the
hands, who had the ball and
Johnson would then hit the half, and finished 53.3 percent
was moving up the floor when a
shot of the season for for the game. •
biggest
referee blew the whistle to stop
Now,the question resonating
Belmont, a game-winning
action.
from 15-feet with less around the Racers, is whether
jumper
Afterward, however, Prohm than a second remaining.
or not there's more basketball
didn't want to talk about the
Murray' State's Hail Mary to be played.
possession too much.
Belmont claimed the OVC's
pass down the floor was
"Let's just move on from deflected out of bounds, possi- automatic bid to the NCAA
that play," he said. "I didn't lis- bly ending an up-and-down sea•See RACERS, 12A
ten correctly and I'll just take

OVC BASEBALL: MOREHEAD STATE 10, 14*RAY STATE 9

32

with the series finale, 10-9,
Sunday afternoon at Legacy
Field.
The Eagles (7-9, 2-1 OVC)
started the inning with a hit

batter and a walk. Taylor
Pickens followed with an RBI
single just inside the bag at
third. After a flyout, Kane
Sweeney singled to right to

load the bases. Alan Mocahbee
drew a bases-loaded walk
before Chase Greenwell tied
the game with a single into the
hole at short. Nick Duff ended

Ledger & Times

By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
PADUCAH — The Mitch
Grogan era for Murray High
baseball opened with some
heroics.
First baseman John Ramey's
two-run, two-out RBI double in
the top of the seventh snapped a
3-3 tie and gave Murray a 5-3
win over Paducah Tilghman
Saturday at Brooks Stadium.
The win gave new Tiger
coach Grogan his first career
high school coaching win.
"I thought it was a good test
early in the season," Grogan
said. "For the most part, we
passed the test. We left more
runners on base than I want and
that's something we've got to
work on. But we didn't have a
lot of strikeouts and considered
how much we worked in the preseason, I was pretty happy with
that."
After Tilghman took a 1-0
lead, Murray got on the board in
the second when Ramey reached
on an error, Adam Lamkin singled and Ramey scored on a
ground out by John Ryne
Winchester. The Tigers took a 32 lead in the fourth on singles
from Ryan Alderson and B.J.
Elder.
Tilghman tied the game in the
fourth on an RBI single from
Logan Cook.
With the scored tied at 3-3,
Luke Brown opened the seventh
with a single and moved to third
on a errant pickoff. With one
out, Tilghman intentionally
walked John Lollar, got a
groundout and then intentionally
walked Alderson to load the
bases.
After falling behind 0-2,
Ramey fought back and doubled
to left center.
"What a big hit. John Ramey
really had a great at-bat there.
He saw different pitches and
stayed in there and battled and
fought them off and took advantage of where they had been
given us all day," Grogan said.
"He popped it. He just really
came through."
Alderson had two hits and
reached base three times.
Murray left nine men on
base.
Senior standout John Lollar
went the distance for the win,
striking out five and working
around two errors in the bottom
of the seventh to finish the

game.
"It was

probably a situation
that he expected more strikeouts
and got behind," Grogan said.
"But once we made some plays
behind him, he seemed to work
ahead."
Murray travels to Heath
tonight before the home opener,
hosting Heath Tuesday at Ty
the game when he delivered a Holland.
sacrifice fly to left field.
"It takes a little pressure off,"
The Breds (6-9, 1-2 OVC) Grogan said. "Tilghman's got a
very good team. They really bat•See 'BREDS, 12A
tled us today."

Morehead State takes weekend series with walk-off
From MSU Athletics
Morehead State rallied from
a three-run deficit in the bottom of the ninth inning to push
across four runs and walk off

DAVID RAMEY

Murray High's John Lollar
throws
toward
home
Saturday against Paducah
Tilghmam.
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MURRAY STATE SOFTBALL

SCORE ElCIIS FrEP

Murray State splits pair on Sunday
From lietSU Athletics
The Murray State softball
team split a pair of games on
Sunday on the final day of the
Evansville
Invitational
in
Indiana. The Racers won the
first game against Blowing
Green,6-4, but feel in the finale,
8-1, to host Evansville. In game, one the Falcons (86) were first on the board-in the
game when Hannah Fulk led off
the bottom of the first with a
home run to give her team an
early 1-0 advantage. Alexa
Becker answered in the top of
the next inning with a two-run
blast of her own, giving the
Racers (6-10) their own 2-1
lead.
With the bases loaded in the
top of the fifth, Sarah Anderson
became just the seventh Racer in
school history to hit a grand

slam, pushing MSU's lead out to
6-2. Anderson's blast will go
down as the llth grand slam in
school history and the first in
2013.
Bowling Green cut the lead
to just two in the bottom of the
sixth when Marissa Shook
homered to left field, making the
score 6-4. Shook's long ball was
the fourth of the game, making
all runs scored in the contest
coming by way of the home run.
'Casey Castile led off the seventh with a double, but the
Racers were unable to score her,
giving the Falcons a shot at the
win. Bowling Green led off their
half inning with a hit of their
own, but pitcher CheyAnne
Gaskey and the Murray State
defense shut down the next three
batters for the win.
Castile led the Racers in the

game by going 4-for-4 with
three doubles, a run and a stolen
base. Mo Ramsey, Leslie
Bridges, Erica Howard, Becker
and Anderson all tallied one run
each in the contest to give
Murray State its fourth nine-hit
game of the season.
Gaskey picked up the win in
the contest, allowing only one.
run on six hits with three strikeouts and two walks. Gaskey is
now 3-4 on the season with a
team-low 2.61 ERA and an
opponent's batting average of
.268.
In the second game, the
Evansville offense found its
stroke and reeled off 12 hits in
the contest. The Purple Aces (59)scored five of their eight runs
on the afternoon via three home
runs from three different players. Evansville scored four runs

in the first, two in the third and
two in the sixth to cap their scoring at eight.
Ellyn Troup accounted for
both Murray State runs in the
game, as she went 2-for-3 on the
afternoon. She scored the first
run on an RBI double from
Sarah Anderson in the second
and crossed the plate the second
time on a solo home run in the
seventh.
Shelby Kosmecki took the
loss for MSU in the contest,
falling to 3-6 on the year. She
allowed six runs on six hits with
two strikeouts over 2.1 innings.
On Saturday, the Racers will
begin their 2013 OVC campaign
at home against Southeast
Missouri. First pitch for both
Saturday's doubleheader and
Sunday's single-game finale at
Central Park is set for Noon.

ST LOUIS CARDINALS

Matheny slated for back surgery
JUPITER, Fla. (AP) —
manager
Mike
Cardinals
Matheny planned to leave the
team after Sunday's spring
training game and return to St.
Louis for surgery to repair a
ruptured disk in his lower back.
Matheny expects to be back
for
spring
training
at
Thursday's
game
against
Atlanta in Jupiter.
"There is still a fragment
that is stuck in a spot where it's

getting to the nerve and affecting what is going on back
there," Matheny said prior to
Sunday's game against the New
York Mets.
The 42-year-old Matheny,
who replaced Tony La Russa as
manager after the 2011 season,
said early in spring training
that the injury probably traces
back to his days as a big league
catcher from 1994-06.
"They seem pretty confident

this will take care of it," he said
of the surgeons.
The ruptured disk sends
pain into his right leg, which
became severe on Feb. 28 and
caused him to skip the next
day's game against Houston at
Kissimmee.
An epidural injection on
March 4 failed to relieve the
pain.
"We were hoping it would
kind of settle down and go

away, but it really hasn't,"
Matheny said.
The pain is at its worst when
Matheny stands after sitting for
any length. He decided to have
the surgery now, before plane
trips during the regular season.
"I hate that it's been as big a
deal as it's been," he said. "I'm
anxious to get it over."
Bench Coach Mike Aldrete
will manage the team in
Matheny's absence.

The Eagles tied the game
with a two-out rally in the third
as an infield single and liner to
right center put runners on the
corners. Mocahbee followed
with a three-run home run to
left field.
The fifth inning was the
Breds turn to get on the board
Brandon
with two outs.
Eggenschwiler started the rally
with a double into the gap in
left center. Mike Kozlowski
followed with a run-producing
double to right center, and

Wheeler closed out the scoring
with a double of his own over
the head of the left fielder.
The lead did not last long as
the Eagles responded in the
home-half of the inning with a
walk, hit by pitch and a wild
pitch to put runners on second
and third with no outs.
Sweeney delivered a two-run
triple off the fence in left center, before scoring on a
Greenwell single to left center.
Murray had an answer in the
eighth inning as Kozlowski

drew a leadoff walk and scored
when Wheeler doubled into the
left-field corner. Noah Zipko
followed with a bunt base hit to
put runners on the corners.
Linton put down a bunt that the
pitcher threw to home to get
the runner from third, who had
stopped and retreated. With the
bases loaded and two outs,
Stetson ripped a single into
right field to give Murray the
7-6 lead.
The Breds added a pair of
runs in the ninth with
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KHSAA Sports
Prep Baseball
Saturday
Murray High 5. Paducah Tilghman 3
Fulton Co. 11, Ft Campbell 6 Gil
Fulton Co 11, Ft. Campbell 71G21
Reidland 8. Carlisle Co 2
Webster Co 5, Trigg Co 4
Today
Murray High at Heath 6 30 p m
Lyon Co at Caldwell Co 5 p m
Dawson Springs at Christian
Fellowship, 5 p m
Fuhon Co at Paducah Tilghman 5 p m
Fulton City at Reidland 5 pm
Livingston Central at St Mary 5 45
pm
Graves Co at Trigg Co 5 p m
National Basketball Association
All Times EDT
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
W
L Pct GB
-38 22 633
New York
25
25.587
Brooklyn
37
5
34 28.548
Boston
15
25 39 391
Toronto
16
23 39.371
Philadelphia
Southeast Division
W
L Pct GB
47 14 770
34 28 548 135
Atlanta
27
20 41 328
Washington
18 46 281 305
Orlando
35
Charlotte
13 50 206
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
39 24 619
Indiana
4
35 28 556
Chicago
31 29 517 6.5
Milwaukee
23 41 359 16 5
Detroit
18
Cleveland
21 42.333
Western Conference
Southwest Division
W
L Pct GB
48 15 762
San Antonio
5
Memphis
42 19 689
Houston
34 30 531 145
29 33 468 185
Dallas
22 42 344 265
New Orleans

Northwest Division
W
L Pct GB
47 16 746
Oklahoma City
42 22 656 55
Denver
15
32 31 508
Utah
29 33 468 175
Portland
21 39 350 245
Minnesota
Pacific Division
W
L Pct GB
44 20 688
L A Clippers
35 29 547
9
Golden Stale
11
33 31 516
L A Lake's
41
349
215
22
Phoenix
22
22 42 344
Sacramento
a-clinched playoff spot
Saturday's Games
Brooklyn 93, Atlanta 80
New York 113. Utah 84
Memphis 96 New Orleans 85
Washington 104 Charlotte 87
Denver 111 Minnesota 88
Phoenix 107, Houston 105
Milwaukee 103 Golden Stale 93
Sunday's Games
Oklahoma City 91. Boston 79
L A takers 90. Chicago 81
Miami 105. Indiana 91
Toronto 100 Cleveland 96
Orlando 99, Philadelphia 91
Dallas 100. Minnesota 77
New Orleans 98 Portland 96
Milwaukee at Sacramento, 9 p ci
Detroit at L A Clippers, 9 30 pci
Monday's Games
Brooklyn at Philadelphia, 7 p m.
Oklahoma City at San Antonio, 8 30
pm
Detroit at Utah. 9 pm
Denver at Phoenix. 10 p m
New York at Golden State. 10 30 p m
Tuesday's Games
Washington at Cleveland 7 p m
Boston at Charlotte. 7 p m
L A Lakers at Orlando. 7 p m
New Orleans at Brooklyn. 7 30 p m
Atlanta at Miami 7 30 p m.
San Antonio at Minnesota 8 p m
Dallas at Milwaukee 8 p m
Memphis at Portland 10 p m

•'Breds...
From Page 11A
got on the board first in the second inning as Dylan Wheeler
and Taylor Mathews drew
walks. After a successful double steal, Rick Linton sliced a
two-run double just inside the
right-field line. Two batters
later, Ty Stetson traded places
with Linton by lining a ball to
left field that got caught up in
the wind and went over the outstretched glove of the left fielder.

Eggenschwiler starting the
inning with a single to center.
Kozlowski followed with a
grounder to third that was
dropped by the second baseman on the attempt to get
a
After
Eggenschwiler.
Wheeler sacrifice bunt, Zipko
plated both runners with a single through the left side.
Will Handlin (1-3) took the
loss after allowing four runs on
four hits over 2.2 innings. Matt
Duncan (1-2) earned the victory after retiring both hitters he

faced in the top of the ninth.
Wheeler paced the offense
by going 2-for-3 with a pair of
RBIs and two runs scored.
Stetson and Zipko each went 2for-5 with two RBIs.
The Breds return to action
Tuesday afternoon as they open
a :two-game series with
Northern Illinois at Reagan
Field. First pitch is set for 2
p.m. and can be seen live on the
OVC Digital Network.
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•Racers...
From Page 11A
Tournament with the win, so
now Murray State is in a bit of
a waiting game to see whether
or not the NIT will come calling.
As of Saturday night, Prohm
had no inkling one way or the
other.
"I don't know if there is
more basketball to be played,"
he said. "I'm just not sure. I
have to look and try to do my
research and see if we are going
to get an NIT bid. Most likely
we are not going to get an
NCAA bid...
"We've had some quality
wins and we've had some tough
losses. But the thing I'm most
proud of with this team though,
is all of the questions that we've
answered -about ourselves. We
could have easily gone a lot of
different directions, and we
: never did, Our team never
wavered. We stuck together,
and I'm still baffled we weren't
able to close this championship
game out."

'Serving The Area Since 1956"
1880 State Rt. 121 So., Mayfield • 247-5866
Monday - Friday • 7:09 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

'Michelin 'Goodyear •Kumho
'Firestone 'Yokohama

GREAT SERVICE
KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger
Murray State guard Isaiah Canaan puts up a 3-pointer
Saturday night against Belmont.
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